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Abstract
The first portion of this work focuses on leaky modes in the atmospheric sciences.
Leaky modes (related to quasi-modes, scattering resonances, and the singularity ex-
pansion method) are discrete, oscillatory and decaying modes that arise in conserva-
tive systems where waves are partially trapped. By replacing the infinite domain with
a finite domain and appropriate boundary conditions it is possible in many cases to
construct a complete basis for the solution in terms of these modes. Formulating such
effective boundary conditions requires a notion of the direction of propagation of the
waves. For this purpose we introduce a generalization of the concept of group speed
for exponentially decaying but conservative waves. This is found via an extended
modulation argument and a generalization of Whitham's Average Lagrangian theory.
The theory also shows that a close relationship exists between the branch cuts of
the dispersion relation and the propagation direction, and is used to create spectral
decompositions for simple problems in internal gravity waves.
The last chapter considers deep-sea nodule mining operations, which potentially
involve plans for discharge plumes to be released into the water column by surface
operation vessels. We consider the effects of non-uniform, realistic stratifications with
vertical shear on forced compressible plumes. The plume model is developed to ac-
count for the influence of thermal conduction through the discharge pipe and an initial
adjustment phase. We investigate the substantial role of compressibility, for which
a dimensionless number is introduced to determine its importance compared to that
of the background stratification. Our results show that (i) small-scale stratification
features can have a significant impact, (ii) in a static ambient there exists a discharge
flow rate that minimizes the plume vertical extent, (iii) the ambient velocity profile
plays an important role in determining the final plume scale and dilution factor, and
(iv) for a typical plume the dilution factor is expected to be several hundred to a
thousand.
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Title: Professor of Applied Mathematics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and description of the research
The main interest of the first portion of this thesis is investigating problems where
(linear) dispersive, conservative, waves are trapped by a partially reflecting boundary,
beyond which they are allowed to radiate to infinity. Such problems are very common
throughout the physical sciences. A common example is that of light rays in a piece
of glass (or in an optical fiber), which can be either partially or completely reflected
at the glass-air interface - depending on the incidence angle. However, problems
like this are not exclusive to electromagnetic waves. Acoustic systems can also ex-
hibit partial trapping at boundaries, such as sound waves reverberating in a tuning
fork, while also escaping into the surrounding air. Likewise, internal gravity waves in
geophysical systems can be trapped through partially reflecting boundaries - e.g.,
atmospheric internal waves in the troposphere; see section 1.1.3. In many such sys-
tems, one may only care about what occurs within the partially reflecting boundaries,
with the solution in the external region (the outside media for a wave-guide or the
stratosphere for atmospheric internal waves). This then raises the natural question:
can one pose appropriate "Effective boundary conditions" (EBC) at these boundaries,
to reduce the problem to a finite domain? Further: what is the behavior of the result-
ing "reduced" system? In particular, how is the spectrum (discrete or continuous) of
the problem related to the presence of a partially reflecting boundary?
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Formulation of an EBC requires first a Reflection-Transmission Coefficient (RTC)
calculation at the boundary, with the EBC then defined so as to reproduce the so
obtained Reflection Coefficient without the outside media. The crucial step in a RTC
calculation is knowing in which direction the waves propagate. In classical dispersive
wave theory this is provided by the group velocity. However, due to the energy loss
through the boundaries, the solutions in the finite region will generally decay in time,
and cannot be properly expanded in terms of purely sinusoidal waves, I as the classical
dispersive wave theory assumes. Hence the classical notion of group speed cannot be
used, and a generalization is needed - for more details see subsection 1.1.2.
This thesis derives a generalization to the notion of group speed appropriate for
conservative systems which lose energy to infinity at partially reflecting boundaries.
This generalized group velocity theory is developed using both modulation theory,
and an adaptation of Whitham's Average Lagrangian theory [81]. The theory is used
to formulate EBC. We show that the natural way to pose the EBC is through the
Laplace Transform formulation of the problem. Using the EBC, the Green's function
for the Laplace Transform (i.e.: the resolvent operator) can be constructed. Through
the inverse Laplace Transform formula, the singularities of this Green function lead to
a spectral decomposition for the reduced problem: the Leaky Spectrum. In particular,
when only poles occur, a Leaky Modes expansion of the solution can be obtained. The
modes are called "leaky" because they naturally incorporate the energy loss at the
boundary, and exhibit exponential decay in time. An application example, internal
waves in the troposphere, is developed in detail - see chapter 2.
For a concrete, simple, initial example, consider the initial value problem for the
wave equation on an infinite line, x E R,
utt - uXX + V(x) u = 0, u(x, 0) = f(x), (1.1)
where both the potential and the initial conditions are compact: V E C (R) and
1 To be precise: almost anything can be expanded in terms of sinusoidals (i.e.: Fourier series).
But the convergence of such expansions near the boundary would be extremely poor, because such
solutions would not satisfy the proper radiation conditions. Hence trying to use such solutions to
formulate EBC is a highly unreliable process.
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f E CO (R). The Laplace Transform, via its inversion formula, provides a spectral
formula for the general solution to this problem (integral/sum over the singularities
of the transform in the complex plane). In order to avoid having to switch back-and-
forth between the frequency A and the Laplace variable s, related by
s = -i A, (1.2)
the (fully equivalent) "one-sided" (time) Fourier Transform
00
is often used. Then the problem above takes the form
(-2 + V(x) -A2)i = g(x), V E C, (R), x E R, (1.4)
with the radiation condition
S=RtgAx for sg X > XO, (1.5)
where s9 = 1, and x0 > 0 is some constant. This condition ensures that beyond
some compact region only waves radiating away to infinite are present.
For the problem above (both in ID and in the analog multi-dimensional problem)
it has been rigorously shown that the asymptotic t -> oc behavior can be described
as a sum of a discrete set of modes, each with complex frequency leading to both
decay and oscillation in time [42].
Systems which are locally conservative, but radiate energy away to infinity, arise
in many scattering problems, as well as in some situations which traditionally would
not be considered scattering problems. This thesis attempts to bring these separate
applications into a single consistent framework, and adds to the theory several numer-
ical and analytical results. On the analytical side it is shown that for many cases the
series is not just a long-time asymptotic approximation, but exact for all time when
suitable written. Furthermore, the theory is generalized beyond dispersion-less wave
equations, and the time independent Schr6dinger equation (see subsection 1.2.1), to
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general dispersive systems. This, specifically, for problems where there is a boundary
beyond which the system is a linear, dispersive, constant coefficients pde. It is then
shown that the construction of a proper scattering solution is best done through the
use of a complex group velocity, which ensures that the proper radiation condition at
the boundaries is satisfied. Applications are considered in geophysical fluid dynamics,
where there have been minimal attempts to use scattering expansion techniques, but
where there are many problems which naturally fall into their domain.
1.1.1 Complete Basis of Solutions
One of the objectives of the work in this thesis is the formulation of Effective Bound-
ary Conditions (EBC) for dispersive/conservative problems with partially reflecting
boundaries beyond which the waves radiate to infinity, and never return. This then
reduces the problem to one which can be solved in the region of physical interest
only. For many such reduced systems a complete basis of solutions can be found. A
simple example is that of the two-speed wave equation (i.e.: c 2 is one constant for
0 < x < 1, a different constant for 1 < x < oc, and Dirichlet BC apply at x = 0).
Figure 1-1 shows the first five modes of the complete basis (here the spectrum is
purely discrete) for this example. Other examples arise in models of the atmosphere
see chapter 2. The irrotational internal wave equation with a "leaky boundary"
exhibits behavior somewhat similar to the two-wave equation, while the addition of
rotation requires continuous spectrum - which arises from the contributions from
a branch cut. This second example is similar in this respect to the Klein-Gordon
equation with a piece-wise constant potential.
Remark 1.1 [Relationship between branch cuts and the generalized group
speed]. The prior paragraph requires some clarification: generally the location of
a branch cut is not uniquely determined. On the other hand, the following loca-
tions are uniquely determined: (a) (complex) wave-frequencies corresponding to a
vanishing group speed; (b) continuous spectrum; and (c) (complex) wave-frequencies
corresponding to an evanescent wave. The point of the prior paragraph is that these
18
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Figure 1-1: The first few modes for the two-speed wave equation, described in the
text. For two constant speeds (one inside and one outside the domain) they are
given by general hyperbolic trigonometric functions, which are the natural complex-
wavenumber analog to the sine and cosine modes that arise for 1-D constant coefficient
conservative problems.
locations coincide, and they also determine the appropriate place where the branch
cut for the Green's function of the resolvent operator must be placed. 44
It is important to note that the spectral theory for the solutions mentioned above is
valid only for the reduced problem. That is, it can be used to represent the solutions
only up to the boundary where the EBC are imposed, but not beyond - in fact, the
eigenmodes typically blow up as jx -+ oc, so that the basis does not make physical
sense beyond the effective boundary. Furthermore: the reduced problem is, typically,
not normal (because of the nature of the EBC, which are both non-local, and include
time dependence). Yet, through the use of the Green's function for the Laplace
Transform of the problem, and its inversion formula, a spectral representation can be
obtained.
Remark 1.2 [Partial containment is crucial]. In order to actually get leaky modes
a region of space from which the energy leaks, but only partially, is crucial. A "trans-
parent" boundary does not work. In particular, this means that one cannot "artifi-
cially" impose a boundary somewhere (such as is done in numerical computations to
reduce an infinite domain to a finite one), and expect to get a base of leaky modes.2
2 This is somewhat unfortunate, because it means that there is no readily available set of functions
that could make the calculation more efficient or accurate.
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The boundaries, if there, are physical features of the problem itself.
To understand why this is so, consider that a leaky mode, by it very nature, must
decay, and do so exponential. A wave bouncing back and forth in a box, losing some
fraction of its energy at every bounce, will produce exponential decay. Of course,
to get an actual "mode" more is needed: the bounces must be coherent, so that the
space configuration repeats after each cycle. On the other hand, if there is no box
(transparent boundaries), then the wave just exits and is gone.
This argument is, of course, not a proof. Hence there exists the possibility of some
special case where the statement made here might fail. 4
1.1.2 Generalized Group Speed
In order to formulate an Effective Boundary Condition (EBC), the direction of propa-
gation for the information/energy is needed. For hyperbolic problems this follows from
the characteristics. For dispersive systems the question becomes more complicated,
as it must be addressed "wave-by-wave". When the solution can be decomposed into
sinusoidal waves e (kiwt) (with k and w = w(k) real), the classical notion of group
speed, ' = Vk w, provides the answer. However, the systems of interest to us (even
though conservative) have decay due to the energy losses through the boundaries.
Hence the solutions to the reduced equations (inside the boundaries at which the
EBC apply) cannot be decomposed in terms of exponentials with a real wave-number
and a real wave-frequency. Instead "Complex Exponential Waves" (CEW) are needed,
proportional to
e:+s ,(1.6)
where d is a complex vector, and s is a complex number - related to d through a
complex dispersion relation. ' Thus a generalization of the notion of group speed to
solutions of the form in (1.6) is needed. This is done in this thesis, where we show
that the correct object is the generalized group speed, c , defined below.
The generalized group speed, c.
3The use of the notation s for the generalized frequency is not accidental. The expression in (1.6)
arises naturally when the solutions are written in terms of an inverse Laplace Transform.
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If Re(d) 0, then (because the system is dispersive) s is purely imaginary, and (1.6)
has the form eZi k-'V (with i and w = w(k) real). Hence the classical theory applies
and C' = Vk w. Thus, assume Re(d) $ 0, and write: d= m n + i k and s = - - LO
where {m, h , k, , w} are real, h is a unit vector and m 4 0. Then
and ()'= (Vk ) , (1.7)
m
where I is used to indicate the component orthogonal to ft. Note now that
1. These formulas are consistent with the classical group speed, and reduce to
them when m -> 0. This is clear for (' )1, and a simple calculation in chapter
3 shows that the same is true for h - Cg.
2. The formula for (')- suggests that this component is the same as in the classical
case. But it is not, because here L = w (Re(d), k), and V is taken at a point
where Re(d) $0.
3. The CEW in (1.6) has the form emti+Ot+iO, where 0 = k - - o t. Thus it is an
oscillatory sinusoidal wave, with an exponential envelope emflx+at propagating
at speed -- /m along the direction given by h.
Remark 1.3 [Dissipative media]. Ascertaining the direction of propagation of in-
formation/energy for waves in dissipative media is a related research area [68, 26].
Here real frequencies naturally lead to complex wave-numbers and, vice versa. How-
ever, the two problems are different (both physically, and mathematically). In this
second problem the waves lose energy to the media (e.g.: wave energy gets converted
into heat). Further, for a sufficiently large dissipation, propagation ceases. By con-
trast, in our problem some energy leaves the system through the boundary, but there
are no losses inside the system, and propagation is not hampered. Furthermore, both
the wave-number and the wave-frequency are complex simultaneously - the only
exception being the evanescent waves, which exactly correspond to the distinguished
case of waves that do not propagate. 4
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1.1.3 Application to Internal Gravity Waves
A main goal of this thesis is to apply the methods described above (effective boundary
conditions, generalized group velocity, and leaky modes) to problems in geophysical
fluid dynamics, in particular to those dealing with internal gravity waves. While there
has been some research on using radiation boundary conditions in geophysical fluids
[531, there has been little research into analyzing the spectrums that arise from such
conditions. The first application of leaky modes occurred in [131, where it was termed
a leaky-lid expansion for eigenmodes of internal waves in the troposphere. The rapid
change in the stratification gradient between the troposphere and the stratosphere,
combined with the fact that essentially no internal atmospheric waves are reflected
back into the troposphere from the stratosphere, allows the formulation of EBC. The
only other work using such methods is 179], where initial atmospheric tsunami waves
were projected onto leaky modes in order to analyze their transient decay in time
with appropriate radiative boundary conditions. As far as the author is aware, the
work cited above is the only work in atmospheric research using Effective Boundary
Conditions, Leaky modes, or related methods. In this thesis we both (i) extend this
work, to produce a more rigorous and general framework, and (ii) use the techniques
on further applications, which are beyond prior developments, as they include branch
cuts - branch cuts are the reason the work in [131 had limited success in dealing
with the (very important) effects from rotation.
1.1.4 Numerical Techniques: Spectral Methods
The leaky modes expansions (more generally, leaky spectral representations) provide
a way to write the exact solution to a problem inside the boundaries at which the
EBC apply. This gives rise to the question: Is it possible to use these representations
as the basis for a spectral method? Of course, one can argue that we can produce
explicit leaky spectral representations for relatively simple problems only (e.g.: piece-
wise constant coefficients on simple geometries). But this is true as well for the
standard spectral methods. In fact, to get around this limitation, techniques have
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been developed to decompose complicated geometries into groups of simple compo-
nents interacting at their boundaries [56]. Then a simple spectral basis is used in each
component. In principle there is no reason why leaky spectral basis could not be incor-
porated into this set-up. This could provide an alternative to the Perfectly Matched
Layers (PLM) [4] technique used for radiating problems, at least in some cases where
physical, partially reflecting boundaries exist. This thesis lays groundwork towards
this grand goal of new spectral methods for radiating boundary conditions.
1.1.5 Mining Plumes
The last part of this thesis takes a very different direction and builds up a model of
de-watering plumes for deep-sea mining operations. In a deep-sea mining operation, a
seafloor based vehicle retrieves nodules and sediment, some of which is brought to the
ocean surface for processing [551. Waste sediment and other mining debris must then
be returned to the ocean floor. For this final process a return pipe is proposed, which
would extend some distance below the ocean surface and serve as a discharge point.
As any large scale mining operation would be continuously discharging large amounts
of sediment, the depth of the pipe and characteristics of the return plume become
serious considerations for both safety and environmental reasons. Here the plume
characteristics are investigated for a sediment-laden discharge plume in a buoyant
environment, with the goal of understanding the final sediment distribution and the
factors that play a role in determining it.
1.2 Related and Prior Work
1.2.1 The mathematical theory of
scattering resonances (TSR)
In the Analysis literature, the poles of the Green function for a radiating problem
are called Scattering Resonances, and are primarily studied for the case of the time-
independent Schr6dinger and wave equations with compact potentials [86], corre-
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sponding in "one-sided" Fourier space to
- V 2u + V(x)u - 2U = 0, x E R'. (1.8)
Such equations are hyperbolic outside the support of the potential and thus allow
and easy definition of outgoing waves. These equations are a compact perturbation
(given by the potential V) to the wave equation, for which much is known. Thus many
nice results about the asymptotic structure of the poles can be proved, such as: (i)
the analytic continuation of resolvent is meromorphic, and (ii) the poles/eigenvalues
asymptotically move away from the real axis as the frequency grows. Using these
results, and others, the long time asymptotic behavior of the solution can be char-
acterized in terms of a series of the residues of the Green function. It also known
(though largely not emphasized) that these series are exact when a cutoff function
is applied, i.e. the series is considered only over a compact region in space. This
exactness offers the promise that scattering resonance methods can provide exact
expressions for problems where the wave field is only desired in a compact region.
An important focus of the mathematical theory of scattering resonances arises
from semi-classical analysis [85], which provides a mathematically rigorous version
of the correspondence principle between quantum and classical mechanics - i.e.: a
rigorous WKB method. Semiclassical analysis leads to systems with a different type
of resonance, but which can be studied with the same mathematical tools [8]. In this
context structures known as open quantum maps 154, 21] arise, which exhibit their
own form of resonance. All these systems include resonances which decay as energy
is lost somewhere via radiation.
The resonances of the perturbed Laplace operator on hyperbolic surfaces [5] is
another related area of interest in analysis. These questions can often be attacked
relatively rigorously, but only partially and leaving many open questions. In fact,
the Riemann Hypothesis can be restated as a question about the absence of scatter-
ing resonances in a strip of the complex plane for a particular hyperbolic scattering
problem [65].
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A rigorous mathematical theory for scattering resonances where the resolvent can
not be meromorphically continued into the lower A-half plane (left s-plane for the
Laplace Transform) has been elusive. For many equations of physical interests, this
is precisely the case, with branch cuts and other non-trivial singularities appearing. 4
For example, consider the following slight modification of the iD problem in (1.1),
whereby the equation reduces (at large distances) not to the wave equation but the
Klein-Gordon equation,
Utt - UXX + V (x) u+ y u = 0, V E C (R), x E R, t E [0, OC), it > 0, (1.9)
with initial conditions as in (1.1). The introduction of the new term Pu is equiva-
lent to replacing the requirement V(x) C C((R) in (1.1) by V'(x) C C (R). This
no longer satisfies the hypotheses required to prove that the Green function has a
meromorphic continuation, which in fact it does not. We will show this later, by
solving the problem analytically for some special cases of interest, where one can see
that branch cuts appear in the spectrum. More generally, we will show that, for local
differential operators, the branch cuts correspond to contributions from evanescent
waves, which have a real frequency and do not decay. Moving to a different branch
through such a cut corresponds to switching the wave's direction of propagation (in-
coming to outgoing solutions, or the reverse). Hence the location of the branch cuts is
exactly where the generalized group speed (to be defined later) vanishes. Figure 1-2
illustrates this with plots of the location of the spectrum (poles/discrete and branch
cuts/continuous) for several examples where the potential V (or its equivalent) is
constant in an interval, and vanishes outside of it.
1.2.2 The singularity expansion method (SEM)
The singularity expansion method, introduced by C.E. Baum [2], provides a way to
compute the (decaying) eigenfunctions associated with the dominant resonant poles,
and uses them to analyze/describe the asymptotic behavior of the solutions. The
SEM has been primarily focused on electromagnetic wave problems from its early
' In fact, even natural boundaries can arise - and this even for rather simple examples.
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Figure 1-2: Location of the spectrum (poles/discrete and branch cuts/continuous) for
a few simple examples of interest in applications. In each case the mathematical model
is a pde with piece-wise constant coefficients. The details behind these examples will
be described later in chapter 2 and Appendix A.
inception, and has been used to analyze the transient electromagnetic field created
by radar backscatter off flying objects (with the goal of improving target recognition).
In this case the perturbation to the constant ambient background is a conductor of a
particular shape, e.g.: the metal frame of an airplane. However, the focus here is on
the wave field external to the compact domain, as the objective is to compute the back
scatter. Thus no complete "leaky-basis" to expand the solution is obtained; instead
the result is only valid asymptotically. The SEM is important for showing that, even
in cases where the localized perturbation is a perfectly reflecting conductor, discrete
modes can arise in the external field (though they only asymptotically describe it).
The SEM has also been used for the analysis of internal transient modes in waveg-
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uides and resonators 164]. This work is also focused on the long time asymptotic be-
havior of the solutions, just as the theory of scattering resonances - see section 1.2.1.
However, in many cases the expansions derived should work for all time if the con-
tributions from the branch cuts (often present), or other singularities, are properly
accounted for. In this thesis we develop methods for doing this, and consider situa-
tions of this type that arise in Geophysical Fluids. Then we show instances where it
is possible to derive methods that yield the solutions for all time.
1.2.3 Quasi-Normal Modes .
Quasi-normal modes are very related to scattering resonances, leaky modes, and the
singularity expansion method; and precede all of them. The notion can be traced back
to the phenomena of Landau damping 141, 7j in plasmas. For an appropriately for-
mulated problem, Landau damping corresponds to the slowest decaying leaky mode;
equivalently: the scattering resonance pole for which Re(s) < 0 has the smallest value
- see (1.2). More generally, quasi-normal modes correspond to the slowest decaying
leaky modes (i.e.: the dominant resonant poles) in problems where energy is radiating
away to infinity from some form of localized perturbation in an ambient media that
provides only partial containment (see remark 1.2).
In physics quasi-modes are often used to simplify and understand problems with
energy radiating to infinity. In particular, they have been used to study a black-
hole ring-down [16, 20, 39, 841, where its deviations from a spherical shape undergo
damped oscillations until they vanish. Leaky waveguides [281 have also been analyzed
using quasi-modes. In some cases quasi-normal modes have been used to produce a
spectral decomposition, e.g.: for optical cavities [43, 44].
Finally, it is worth pointing out that the notion of Green's function used within
the context of the theory of quasi-modes is somewhat different from the one used here,
with the poles/resonances being found by deforming the branch cut contours to pick
them up from another sheet. As pointed out in remark 1.1, in our work (at least in
1-D) the branch cuts are uniquely determined by the location where the generalized
group speed vanishes. Then each branch of the dispersion relation corresponds to the
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set of all the waves moving in a particular direction, either right or left.
Example 1.1 [The simplest example of quasi-normal modes]. Consider a semi-
infinite taut string in a plane, attached to a mass-spring system at the origin, where
the mass can move in the direction normal to the string. The (linear) a-dimensional
equations are Utt - U = 0 for x > 0, with j + ky = ux, (1.10)
where u = u(x, t) is the normal deviation of the string from equilibrium, the su-
perscript 0 indicates evaluation at x = 0, y = uO = u(0, t), and k > 0 is the
spring constant. It is easy to check that this system is conservative, with energy
E = 1j '(u2 2+ u) dx + _(y 2 + k y 2 ).
The radiation condition here is ut + ux = 0 for x > 0. Implementing this at x = 0
gives the "Effective Boundary Condition" =
and the "reduced system" + y + ky = 0, (1.11)
which, for this simple example, is just an ode. The
"leaky modes" are then y, = eAnt, where the A, are the solutions to A 2 + A + k = 0.
Note that, provided k $ 1/4, the leaky modes are a base of solutions for (1.11).
The general solution to (1.10), plus the radiation condition (which restricts the
initial data) is then
u=y(t-x) for t>x and u=u(x-t, 0) for t <x. (1.12)
Finally, note that, for t > x, the solution is a linear combination of eA1 (-) and
eA2 (). These are the "quasi-modes", given this name because they are not actually
modes - they grow exponentially as x -+ oc, because Re(An) < 0. Note that, at any
given x, if t is large enough, the solution is represented by the quasi-modes. 4
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Chapter 2
Leaky Modes
2.1 Introduction
The propagation of waves in linear, translational invariant, dispersive systems is well
understood. It is described by a well developed theory [15, 40, 81, 45] with roots
that go back to the XIX century [61, 69]. The theory is based on sinusoidal profiles
which have a real wave-number k and a real wave-frequency w, related by a dispersion
relation (whose solutions w are real for any real k). One of this theory's key objects
is the group speed, C = Vkw, the speed at which wave energy propagates.
As explained in chapter 1, there are situations where sinusoidal waves with real
wave-number and wave-frequency are not appropriate - even within the context of
dispersive, conservative, systems. These situations require an extension of the "clas-
sical theory" to the case where the wave-number and wave-frequency are complex. 1
Problems in domains with boundaries through which some of the energy is radiated
away are the example of these scenarios that motivate this work. Then, because
of the losses, the wave-frequency cannot be purely real. But then neither can the
wave-number - because, in a conservative system, the dispersion relation yields a
real wave-frequency for any real wave-number. In these circumstances the following
considerations arise
'Note that dissipative, non-conservative, systems give rise to such solutions as well, but these are
not the focus here. See remark 1.3.
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(a) While it might still be possible to write the solutions in terms of standard
Fourier modes (i.e., waves with k and w real), such representations would be
far from optimal (poorly convergent), since the Fourier basis will generally fail
to satisfy the radiation boundary conditions - e.g., see remark 2.4.
(b) Boundary conditions through which radiation is lost often arise when the media
beyond some boundary (e.g., the edge of some optical conductor) is replaced by
a boundary condition. This requires a calculation involving incident, reflected,
and transmitted waves at the boundary, followed by the construction of an
Effective Boundary Condition (EBC) - designed so that the reflected waves
it produces are equal to those predicted by the previously obtained reflection
coefficient.
Reflection-Transmission coefficient calculations require knowledge of the direc-
tion of propagation of the information carried by the waves. This information
is typically obtained using the group velocity provided by the classical theory.
But there is an inconsistency in this process: as explained above, in the pres-
ence of boundary losses, one cannot assume waves where both the wave-number
and the wave-frequency are real. Thus a generalization of the classical theory
is needed.
(c) Item (b) above involves a subtle issue, related to the construction of an EBC.
Examples presented later in this thesis will illustrate this, but the key to the
problem is that the EBC should be such that the reflected waves it produces are
equal to those predicted by the previously obtained reflection coefficient. This
often requires pseudo-differential operators which involve either time or the
direction perpendicular to the boundary. Both have unsatisfactory features:
in the first case (time) the resulting set of equations is no longer an initial
value problem (it is global in time), even if the original problem was one. In
the second case, Fourier modes give a poorly convergent representation of the
operator, which makes dealing with it rather difficult. In fact, the optimal
representation is the one given by the modes of the reduced problem, which
cannot be obtained before the EBC is formulated, resulting in a problem of
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circular reasoning.
(d) The construction of an EBC by itself is not what triggers a leaky spectral decom-
position (in particular, leaky modes). Instead, as explained in remark 1.2, this
arises from a physically inherent property of wave systems which are compact
perturbations (causing partial trapping) to infinite space. The simplest way to
understand this is to consider what happens if one attempts to use an effective
boundary condition for the wave equation in free space, specifying an arbitrary
compact domain across whose boundary waves exit to infinity (full transmission
without any reflection). Without any localized potential, or partially reflective
boundary conditions, in the problem leaky modes need not arise, leading to a
degenerate "reduced" problem without spectrum. A technically more detailed
description, for a model problem, can be found in 2.1.4. Other authors have
also pointed out that the quasi-modes/scattering resonances are related to fun-
damental physical parameters of locally perturbed systems 1751. The key thing
to note is that the leaky spectral representations are not just a convenient way
to expand the problem solutions, but are based/incorporate the fundamental
underlying physics and geometry of the problem.
The purpose of the research described in chapters 2 and 3 is to address these issues.
We will show how to generalize the notion of group speed to complex exponential
waves, how to formulate EBC in a consistent fashion using the Laplace Transform,
and how to use this formulation to obtain mode expansions consistent with the EBC.
The group speed found for complex exponential waves agrees with the standard result
in the classical limit (i.e., as the frequency and wave number become real) and for
evanescent waves. The theory also provides a physically meaningful way of placing
the branch cuts in the complex dispersion relation (when the direction of propagation
switches). This so placed branch cuts then correspond to the evanescent waves.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In 2.1.1 we introduce a simple
example to illustrate some of the basic leaky mode concepts, and obtain its leaky mode
expansion. The results from this example are examined in 2.1.2, 2.1.3, and 2.1.4.
A more difficult example is introduced in 2.2. In order to tackle this second example,
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we first study the complex dispersion relation for the problem, which includes branch
points, in 2.3. We consider the structure symmetries introduce into the solution
branches corresponding to right-left moving waves, and use them to obtain the wave
propagation direction for CEW. In 2.4, we use the conservation of energy equation
to study the energy propagation in 1-D for complex exponential solutions (CEW). A
generalized group speed notion is introduced. In 2.5 the ideas developed in 2.4 are
applied to the example in 2.2. Then: In 2.5.1 an effective boundary condition (EBC)
is developed and the reduced problem is formulated. In 2.5.2 the Green's function
for the reduced problem is calculated. In 2.5.3 and 2.5.4 the singularities of the
Green's function, and their relationship to the spectrum of the reduced problem, are
studied. In 2.6, with the tools developed up to this point, we approach the problem
of internal gravity waves in the atmosphere. In 2.7 we consider the relationship of
the leaky-mode expansions to normal operators. Finally, 2.8 has the conclusions.
2.1.1 A simple example: the two-speed wave equation
For a simple example that illustrates some of the basic ideas in this thesis, consider
the initial-boundary value problem (IBVP) for the "two-speed" wave equation in the
half line x > 0. The a-dimensional form of the problem, where the wave speed near
the origin is normalized to c = 1, is
utt - c 2 (X) uXz = 0, with u(x, 0)= f (x) and ut(x, 0) = g(x), (2.1)
boundary condition u(0, t) = 0, and wave speed
c(x) = 1, (2.2)
co, X > 1 (0 < co < 1 a constant).
Furthermore, at the discontinuity of c we impose the conditions: u and ux are contin-
uous at x = 1. Finally, we assume that the initial values f and g have their support
within the interval (0, 1). Note that the case co > 1 is only slightly more complicated
than the one treated here, and very similar. But co = 1 is special - see 2.1.4.
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Note that the initial conditions are such that no information from the region x > 1
moves into the region x < 1. This is actually the key condition that we need for this
problem, and could be achieved (for general f and g) by imposing the restriction
g(x) + co f'(x) = 0 for x > 1. (2.3)
Now we have (a) All the waves to the right of x = 1 move to the right, that is
ut + co ux = 0 for x > 1. (b) u and ux are continuous at x = 1. Using these two
fact we can write an IBVP that allows us to solve for u in the region 0 < x < 1 only.
That is, the reduced problem
Utt - UX = 0, with u(0, t) = 0, ut (1, t) + co ux (1, t) = 0, (2.4)
and initial data: u(x, 0) = f(x) and ut(x, 0) = g(x). Notice that the EBC at x = 1,
Ut + co ux = 0, includes a time derivative. This EBC mimics the presence of the media
beyond x > 1, and causes incident waves from the left to only partially reflect - the
missing energy being what should be transmitted across the discontinuity in c.
The wave equation is very simple, in that it allows an EBC to be written as a
differential boundary condition. The general situation for dispersive systems is more
complicated, because then the EBC is frequency dependent - see 2.2. In fact (2.4)
is simple enough to allow an explicit exact solution, starting from the fact that any
solution to the wave equation has the form u = ur(x - t) + ul(x + t), for some single
variable functions ur and ul. Specifically, let 0 < v = - In ( 1icO). Then
u = v(t - x) - v(t + x), where v( ) = e-" 0() (2.5)
Here b is periodic of period 2, defined for > -1, and can be computed if v(x) is
known for -1 < x < 1. This follows because the initial conditions yield
v(sg x) =-s - f W + - g(y) dy + f(1), (2.6)2 2 X 2 co
where 0 < x < 1 and sg = 1. The constant of integration - f(1) is selected to
guarantee continuity of b at ( = 1 (provided f is continuous). Continuity at c = 0
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follows if f(0) = 0 - i.e., the initial data satisfies the left boundary condition.
Finally, an expansion of the solution in terms of a complete basis of discrete leaky
modes can be obtained by expanding b in a Fourier series - note that the leaky
modes are not purely sinusoidal because they follow from 4 via (2.5). However, this
approach is special to this example, and not generalizable. 2 It is more instructive to
obtain the solution using the Laplace Transform U = U(x, s) of u. Then
s2 U(x, s) - U22(X, s) = s f(x) + g(x) = y(x, s), (2.7)
with boundary conditions U(0, s) = 0 and s U(1, s) + co Ux(1, s) = f(1), where y
defined by the second equality. Thus/If(1) sinh(s) (2.8
U =jG(x, y, s) >(y, s) dy +. , (2.8)
sinh(s) + co cosh(s) s
where G is the Green's function for (2.7). Then, using the inverse Laplace Transform
formula, and standard complex variable techniques (see appendix A), yields
U = fn + - gn + () f (1) eSt sinh(sn X), (2.9)
E ( s- V1 -nuJ oc(f Sn 2 f(1
where Sn -v + in7r,
fn - sinh(sn X) f (x) dx, and gn = - sinh(sn X) g(x) dx. (2.10)
Remark 2.4 [On Fourier series]. We will now use this example to illustrate the
point made in items (a) and (c) at the beginning of this chapter. Suppose that we at-
tempt to solve (2.4) by using a Fourier series for u. Then the left boundary condition
suggests that we should use a sine-Fourier series in 0 < x < 1. Thus, to satisfy the
equation, u = 'cPn(t) sin(n 7r x), where Pn = an cos(n 7r t) + bn sin(n 7r t). There-
fore 0 = lim, I (E ,bn(t) sin(n 7r x) + co E n 7r nM(t) cos(n rF x)), from the right
boundary condition. However, elucidating what this means in terms of the expan-
sion coefficients is now an uphill task, because the series cannot generally converge
2 In fact, not even particularly less laborious than the Laplace Transform route described next.
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pointwise at x 1 (this would mean that u vanishes there). Using other Fourier
expansions leads to similar, or worse, problems. 4
2.1.2 Discrete leaky modes
Equation (2.9) is an expansion in terms of eigenmodes for the reduced problem (2.4).
That is, solutions to the eigenvalue problem resulting from separating u = eA t (x),
which leads to:
A2 t - f"=1 0 for O<x< 1, it(O) =0, and Aii+coit'=O. (2.11)
The eigenvalues are A = so, with corresponding eigenfunctions ^n = sinh(s, x). Note
that:
(1) This is a peculiar eigenvalue problem, where the eigenvalue appears not just in
the equation, but also in the boundary conditions. As we will see later, this is
typical for problems where there are radiation losses through a boundary. We
will call normal modes arising in situations of this type leaky modes, though in
other fields they are also referred to as quasi-modes or scattering resonances.
(2) Because Re(sL) = -v < 0, the modes decay like e"'. They also oscillate, with
angular frequencies Wn= n7r. That all the modes have the same decay rate is
peculiar to this simple problem.
(3) The leaky modes are linear combinations of complex exponentials e'n(1), where
both the "wave-number" k = Fi sn and the "wave-frequency" w = i Sn fail to
be real. This is generic. In this simple case, it is obvious what waves moving
left or right means. For general problems this may be harder, but needed for a
consistent formulation of EBC (Effective Boundary Conditions) involving solu-
tions with a complex wavenumber and frequency. For this simple problem there
is a sharp boundary at which an appropriate reflection-transmission calcula-
tion must be tracked. However, in general, leaky modes will arise whenever a
spatially compact perturbation of the wave medium is present (causing partial
reflection of the waves), regardless of sharp boundaries.
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(4) The leaky modes can be used to expand functions in the range 0 < x < 1 only.
Their extensions beyond x = 1, via the continuity of u and ux at x = 1, are
not proper modes, and grow exponentially as x -+ oc. In fact, it is easy to see
that the continuation to x > 1 of un = eSn t sinh(sn x), 0 < x < 1, is given
by un = sinh(sn) exp (sn (t + .)) This grows like evX/co as x -+ oo. In
general an expansion over a compact interval is feasible, but not over the entire
real half-line. It is easy to see that this situation is typical for leaky modes.
Since these modes decay because of the radiation losses, the radiation through
the boundary also decays in time. Hence the strength of the radiated waves
should increase with distance from the boundary (at any fixed time) because:
the further away from the boundary, the earlier in time the wave was produced.
Of course, this only "makes sense" if one assumes a mode that has existed for
all times (with infinite energy at t = -oo).
Outside the boundary, the leaky modes described above provide an asymptotic
series for any of many solutions of (2.1) which are identical on 0 < x < 1.
Finally, note that it is possible to consider the problem for any interval 0 < x <
a, a > 1, with initial conditions that produce right moving waves only for x > 1.
For such a problem a leaky mode expansion, for the solution in 0 < x < a, is
also possible. Thus the location at which the EBC are applied need not be a
physical boundary, as long as there is a trapping region inside it, and the initial
conditions are such that no wave from outside the trapping region goes into it.
We also note that the expansion in (2.9-2.10) has several unusual features, born from
the fact that it arises from a non-normal problem. For example:
(5) The leaky modes are not orthogonal in the traditional sense. In fact, consider
the initial data corresponding to a single mode f = sinh(six) and g = st f, for
some integer f. It is then easy to check that orthogonality fails:
1 (-1)n+i co
fn = - bni + C2) and gn = se fn, (2.12)
2ee it K(s + SHev, t
where 6nj is the Kronecker delta. However, the complete coefficients of the
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modes in (2.9) do satisfy
1 (-1)" s+ se (-.1)6f, 3fn + gn + = + sinh(s) = , (2.13)
as they should.
(6) The expansion for the initial data mixes the two functions. Evaluating (2.9), or
its time derivative, at t = 0 shows that the coefficients in the expansion for f
(or g) depend on both f and g.
The terms proportional to f(1) in (2.9) could give the impression that the initial data
boundary value triggers some sort of special disturbance, propagating into 0 < < 1.
This is not so, these terms are merely a consequence of the peculiar eigenvalue prob-
lem behind the expansion, with the eigenvalue appearing in the boundary condition.
For example, consider the simplest case of a normal mode, which is nothing but a
sinusoidal wave bouncing back and forth in 0 < x < 1, loosing energy through x = 1
at each bounce. Then (2.12-2.13) above shows how these terms are needed for the
expansion to work, compensating for the non-orthogonality of the modes. It will be
shown later that restricting f(1) = 0, g(1) = 0 does not matter for most of the
interesting applications, and therefore this special case will also be considered.
2.1.3 Continuous spectrum and natural boundaries
The "original" problem (2.1), valid for the full line 0 < x < oc, has a continuum
spectrum (and, in fact, no discrete modes). Yet the reduced problem, whose solution
coincides with that of the full problem for 0 < x < 1, has a completely different,
discrete, spectrum (at least for the current example). Further, the original problem
is conservative, with energy equation
(Iu 2 + 2 - (ut Ux) = 0. (2.14)
Hence any spectrum it has must be purely imaginary, while the leaky modes decay.
These facts seem contradictory, how do they fit together?
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To understand the connection, consider the Laplace Transform, U, for the original
problem (2.1). It satisfies
s2 U(x, s) -- c2 (x) U (x, s) = s f (x) + g(x) = ~'(x, s), for 0 < x < oc, (2.15)
with U(0) = 0 and both U and Ux continuous at x = 1.
Now, we can write CT= f7 G(x, y, s) '(y, s) dy, (2.16)
where C is the appropriate Green's function.
It can be shown that (a) G has no singularities for Re(s) > 0. (2.17)
(b) For y > max(1, x), G oc y(x, s) e-SY/co.
The proportionality constant in (b) is a function of s, and y is the solution to: y" =
(s 2 /c 2 ) y, y(O) = 0 and y'(0) = 1 (with y and y' continuous at x = 1).
A key consequence of (b) in (2.17) is: For Re(s) < 0, O grows exponentially as
y -+ oc, and ceases to be a Green's function. Thus, for generic initial data the in-
tegral defining U stops making sense for Re(s) < 0, and the Laplace Transform U
has a natural boundary along the imaginary axis. This is the source of the contin-
uum spectrum in the semi-infinite line problem: the contour of integration in the
inverse Laplace Transform (see (A.5) in appendix A) can be moved as far back as the
imaginary axis, and no further (at least for generic initial data).
However, consider initial data with their support within 0 < x < 1. Then (b) in
(2.17) becomes irrelevant, since C is not used there. It is then possible to push the
inverse Laplace Transform contour of integration towards Re(s) = -oc, and equation
(2.9) results (with f(1) = 0, of course). We show this, and better, below.
Proposition 2.1 Assume that the initial data for (2.1-2.2) are such that the data
for x > 1 does not affect the solution in the region 0 < x < 1 - that is: g + co f' = 0
for x > 1. Then, for 0 < x < 1, the Laplace Transform of the solution, U, is given
by the formula for U in (2.8). In particular (2.9-2.10) apply.
Proof (sketch). It should be evident that: for 0 < x, y < 1, G G and ~
Furthermore, a straightforward [though cumbersome] calculation shows that:
S co sinh(sx) e-'s(Y-)/co for 0 < x < 1 < y. (2.18)
s (sinh(s) + co cosh(s))
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Thus, for 0 < x < 1, U = fo G(x, y, s) 7(y, s) dy + f,' O(x, y, s) '(y, s) dy. The
second integral here can be evaluated exactly, and it yields the "f(1)-term" in (2.8). This
follows from (2.18), and: ~' (s f + g)/c' = (s f - co f')/co for x > 1. 40
Thus the mode decomposition in (2.9-2.10) is related to the singularities in the ana-
lytic continuation of the Green's function C beyond its range of validity: Re(s) > 0.
However, by properly restricting the initial data, these singularities can be accessed.
Finally, note that the blow-up of the leaky modes beyond the boundary, pointed
up in item (4) of 2.1.2, is related to the failure of G to remain a Green's function for
Re(s) < 0. This is because the leaky modes arise from the residues of the Green's
function G at the poles it has at s= sn, while their extensions to the full line are
related to the residues of C (which does not behave properly at infinity).
2.1.4 The case with no wave-speed jump: co 1
In (2.1-2.2) we assumed 0 < co < 1. For co > 1 the results are very similar. However,
the case co = 1 is different. While the "reduced" problem in (2.4) is still valid, there
is no physical "boundary" at x = 1 reflecting waves back into 0 < x < 1, and this
has consequences. Without some form of localized perturbation in the wave medium,
partially trapping the waves, many of the previous results no longer hold.
(1) There are no modes. Because nothing is reflected back, everything exits the
interval 0 < x < 1 in a finite time, and the solution vanishes identically for
t > 2. No mode can have this property.
(2) The equations in (2.7) for the Laplace Transform U still apply, with (2.8) taking
the form [1sihs)
U = G (x, y, s) (y, s) dy + f(1) e - i , (2.19)
where G(x, y, s) = sinh(s x) e-Y for x < y, and G(x, y, s) = sinh(s y) -
for y < x - i.e., (A.2) for co = 1. However, G is now entire, and the bounds
in (A.4) no longer apply. Hence, the formula for the inverse Laplace Transform
cannot be manipulated to give a spectral representation of the solution.
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The case co = 1 is a very simple example of the sort of situations that arise when
imposing radiation boundary conditions on a problem without any form of localized
perturbation or potential. This is a subject of great interest for numerical computa-
tions, though not central to our interests here. The main focus of this manuscript
is on cases where a localized perturbation to the background wave media creates a
partial trapping effect, which (we show) in many cases allows for the development of
discrete mode expansions.
2.2 A not-so-simple example
The method used to formulate the reduced problem (2.4) is not general. For example,
replace the wave equation by the Klein-Gordon equation
utt - c 2 (x) u3 + 12 u = 0, for 0<x, t<o, p=constant > 0. (2.20)
Then take c to be as in (2.2), impose continuity of u and ux at x = 1, and assume
initial and boundary conditions u(x, 0) = f (x), ut(x, 0) = g(x) and u(0, t) = 0. Now,
question: can a reduced problem be obtained when the initial conditions are such that
no information from the region x > 1 moves into the region 0 < x < 1?
In this case, formally, we can factor the equation (for x > 1) into left and right moving
waves
(ia - r(- 0)) (i&a - Q(-iDa)) u = 0, (2.21)
where Or (k) = s. jP2 + co k 2 , Qi(k) = -Qr,
and s9 = sign(k). Then, for x > 1, (Z at - r (-itx)) U = 0 (2.22)
should apply - from which the EBC at x = 1
should follow. However, what is the meaning of (2.22)? If the equation were posed
on the whole real line, it would have a precise meaning (via the full line Fourier
Transform) as a pseudo-differential equation. But it applies only for x > 1, where
any attempt at giving it a meaning via some version of a Fourier Transform runs into
convergence problems near x = 1 - precisely the point where we need it to formulate
an EBC. Of course, this is exactly the situation that remark 2.4 illustrates.
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On the other hand, the Laplace Transform method illustrated for the simple example
in (2.7-2.10) can be generalized to the problem in this section, as well as others. A
brief summary of the process, to be carried in detail later, is as follows:
#1 Determine the direction of the energy propagation for Complex Exponential
Waves (CEW). That is, for solutions of the equation with space-time dependence
of the form: edx+st, where d and s are complex.
#2 Write the Laplace Transform for the reduced problem, with yet unknown EBC.
Then use the result in item #1, to write the EBC (implementing the appropriate
radiation conditions) in the Laplace Transform plane.
#3 In fact, the inverse Laplace Transform for the solution, written via the corre-
sponding Green's function for the Laplace Transform problem, can be written
as a complex line integral over terms proportional to edx+st - the integral be-
ing over s, for an example see appendix A. Hence the EBC can be implemented
directly, and without ambiguity, into the Laplace Transform Green's function.
2.3 Branch Cuts and
the Complex Dispersion Relation
Before deriving a method for determining the direction
of energy propagation for solutions satisfying u c edx+st, (2.23)
the dispersion relation must be generalized to complex
d = m + i k and s = o- - i w, from the standard k and w of the classical case (here
(m, k, 0-, w) are all real). Note that the reason we use s to denote the time rate is
because of the connection of this approach to the Laplace Transform.
Let G(w, k) = 0 be the classical dispersion relation, and let us now assume that G
is a holomorphic function of its arguments - e.g.: the system is a constant coefficients
pde, so that G is a polynomial. Then the complex dispersion relation is 3
G(i s, -i d) = 0, or s = -iQ (-i d), (2.24)
3Warning: In regards to the notation used below, see remark 2.7.
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where w = Q(k) is a branch of solutions for the complex equation G(w, k) = 0.
Our objective is to characterize these branches, so that (by an appro-
priate choice of any branch cuts present) the branches can be classified (2.25)
into branches corresponding to left (resp. right) moving waves.
In this endeavor, we now make two generic observations:
(1) Clearly, the branch cuts should be located at the places where the waves change
propagation direction. Further: evanescent waves (Re(d) / 0 and Re(s) = 0)
do not propagate. Thus: the evanescent waves occur at the branch cuts. Later
on we will show that, in fact (except for a few discrete points) everything in the
branch cuts is an evanescent wave.
(2) The system is dispersive. Thus the dispersion relation must give W real when k
is real. For the branches, this yields w = (Q(k*)*, (2.26)
where * denotes the complex conjugate.
(3) Consider now a real-valued problem. Hence, if u is a solution, so is u*. Thus
G(w, k) = 0 4==> G(-w, -k) = 0, for k and w real - with complex version
G(i s, -i d) = 0 4==> G(is*, -i d*) = 0. But the complex conjugate of a right
(resp. left) moving wave is also a right (resp. left)
moving wave. Hence the branches must satisfy w* = -Q(-k*). (2.27)
(4) Consider now a problem with left-right symmetry. Hence, if u(x, t) is a solution,
so is u(-x, t). Thus G(w, k) = 0 +-+ G(w, -k) = 0 for k and w real, or
G(i s, -i d) = 0 == G(i s, i d) = 0. This symmetry reverses the wave direction
of propagation. Hence
W = Q(k) is a right-branch '-> w = Q(-k) is a left-branch. (2.28)
(5) For k real the branches must agree with the group speed prediction.
These properties are, generally, not enough to determine the branches. However, for
relatively simple problems, these properties are enough.
Example 2.2 The Klein-Gordon equation u1t - c2 UXX + P2 u = 0, (2.29)
where c, y > 0 are constants, has the symmetries in items (3-4) above. For k real
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a group speed argument shows that the right moving waves are characterized by the
formula w = Q,(k) = sg ,p2 + c2 k2 , where sg = sign(k) - for the left moving waves
Q1 = -r. Clearly the branch cut must go through the origin. Then items (1-5)
leave no choice:
Qr(k)= p2+c2 k2 , (2.30)
where the branch is determined by: (i) branch cut the imaginary interval from k
-Zi /c to k = i p/c, and (ii) Qr ~ c k for IkI >> 1. The left moving waves follow from
Q1 = -Qr. Note: every wave in the branch cut is evanescent (k = 0 excepted). 4
Remark 2.5 [Warning about branches]. The square root in (2.30) is not the
"principal" value, or any other "standard" choice. Qr should be taken as a single
function, as defined above; not a composite. In particular, note that Qr(k) is an odd
function of k, in spite of the (apparent) dependence on k 2 - the formula for k real
makes this evident. Similar observations apply to other functions, involving roots,
that we define in this thesis. 4
Remark 2.6 [Caveat]. The restrictions in items (1-5) may be enough to determine a
complete branch, as in (2.30). However, they are obtained assuming that the branches
actually exist, using purely mathematical arguments. This means that we cannot yet
claim that a CEW satisfying (2.30) actually carries energy to the right. A physical
argument is still needed, which we set to do next - see (2.36). 4
Remark 2.7 [Warning: complexified k and w here]. Throughout most of this
chapter both k = Im(d) = Im(m + ik) and w = - Im(s) = - Im(a - iw) are
real valued. However in this section we depart from this convention, as we consider
the holomorphic extensions of the real-valued dispersion branches W = Q(k). The
conversion from complexified (k, w) to our "standard" (d, s) notation is k = -i d and
c = i s. Then, for example, (2.30) takes the form
Sr(d) = \c 2 d2 - ,2, (2.31)
for the right moving waves s = S,(d), with the branch determined by: (i) branch cut
the (real) interval -p/c < d < p/c, and (ii) Sr(d) - -cd for Idl >> 1. 4
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2.4 Energy propagation direction for CEW
In this section we derive a physical based criteria for ascertaining the direction, and
velocity, at which energy is propagated by a CEW (Complex Exponential Wave) in a
(linear) dispersive 1-D system. In chapter 3 we return to this topic, and extend the
results to any number of dimensions.
Assume a 1-D conservative, linear, dispersive system,
with associated energy conservation equation St + FY = 0, (2.32)
where E is the energy density and F is the energy flux. Both E and F must be real
valued, with 8 > 0. Further: because the system is linear, they are both quadratic in
the solution u [27]. Thus, for CEW, they must be written as functions involving both
u and its complex conjugate u*. For example, for the Klein-Gordon equation (2.29),
S-=1 (v 2 + c2 v2 + Ip v2 ) and F = -c 2 vtv,, (2.33)
where v = Re(u) = j(u + u*).
Assume now a CEW, as in (2.23). Upon substitution, it should be clear that 8
and F have the form 8 = e2(m x+a t) I(D ) and F = e2 (mx+t) 4 (0), (2.34)
where 4 0= kx - wt, and (<De, <bf ) are quadratic functions of (cos 0, sin 0). Then:
Case m > 0. Then Eo = f_ E dx is the total energy to the left of some arbitrary
point xO. If a > 0, EO grows on average (energy moves left). If o- < 0, Eo
decreases on average (energy moves right). If a = 0, Eo oscillates (no net flow
of energy) - this is the evanescent wave case.
It follows that the energy flow direction is given by -sign(a).
Case m < 0. An argument like the one in the first case, using EO = f dx, shows
that the energy flow direction is given by sign(T).
Case m = 0. Then, because the system is dispersive, a = 0 as well. Hence the
direction of the energy flow is given by the standard group speed cg = &
From this the following simple rules determining the direction of the energy propa-
' Recall that d = m + ik and s = c - i L, with (*, k, o-, w) real.
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gation follow
Re(s) Re(d) < 0,
Re(s) Re(d) > 0,
Re(s) = 0 and Re(d) # 0,
Re(s) = Re(d) = 0,
the energy propagates right.
the energy propagates left.
there is no energy propagation.
the classical group speed applies.
It is easy [though cumbersome] to check that these rules, applied to
the Klein-Gordon equation (2.29), yield exactly the answer in (2.31). (2.36)
As a matter of fact, we can do better than (2.35), using the formula for S in
(2.34). From it we see that the energy density consists of an oscillatory part, with
an amplitude (envelope) that moves at speed -a//m. Thus we propose the following
a- Re(s)generalization for the group speed Cg - - , (2.37)
m Re(d)'
Note that, as m -+ 0, a also vanishes (because
the system is dispersive), and cg -+ -0 (L'Hospital's rule). However
from the Cauchy-Riemann equations for analytic functions. It follows that
The m -+ 0 limit of (2.37) is exactly the group speed
formula of the classical theory for dispersive systems.
-k,
(2.38)
This justifies using the same symbol and name for the CEW group speed. Further:
it should now be clear that (2.35) is a direct consequence of (2.37).
Remark 2.8 [Meaning of the CEW group speed]. One may ask the question: In
what exact sense is (2.37) the speed of propagation of the energy? If m is small (thus
a as well) (2.34) shows that E is a periodic profile with a slowly varying exponential
envelope. Then one can define the average energy in the wave per period (since over
one period the envelope is nearly constant), and c9 is the velocity at which this average
energy propagates. This is the classical theory interpretation of the group speed.
When m is not small, there is no separation of scales, and the argument breaks
down. Then a new, more robust, argument is needed. To do so, rewrite (2.32) in a
frame moving at the group speed et + (F - Cg E)X = 0, (2.39)
where x = x - c9 t. In this frame E = e2 mlX ID (0)
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If
If
If
If
(2.35)
and F = e2 mX Df (0). Thus, for constant x, E and F are periodic functions of time
(constants if c9 = w/k). Let E and Y be their time averages. Then, from (2.39),
7 = C S. Hence: In a frame moving at the group speed cg = -o-/m, (2.40)
the average energy flux vanishes: F - CE g = 0.
This provides the interpretation we were seeking for. 4
2.5 Application: the two-speed Klein-Gordon
We now apply the results from 2.4 to a non-trivial problem that requires it: the Klein-
Gordon Equation problem in the half-line posed in 2.2. We proceed as explained
in items #1-3 at the end of 2.2. The first step is to characterize the left and right
moving wave branches. Let us first define the functions ( = X(() and ( = Z() by
= X(() = /(2 _2, and ( = Z( )= V/' 2 +p 2 , (2.41)
with (i) branch cuts -p < ( < p and -L < -i < p, and (ii) ~ ( for (, | > 1
(X and Z are both odd, and inverses of each other - see remark 2.5). Then, from
(2.31), the right moving waves (for x > 1) are characterized by
1
S = S,(d) = X(-co d) or, equivalently, d = Dr (s) = - Z(s). (2.42)
2.5.1 The Effective Boundary Condition (EBC)
The first step is to do a Reflection- Transmission calculation at the "boundary" x 1.
For any s, consider the solution defined by u = 2 co e-A (X-1)+st, (2.43)
for x > 1, where 5  A = - Z(s). (2.44)
Any right-moving CEW on x > 1, with wave number s, is a multiple of this solution.
For x < 1 it must be u = ac A, (1)+st + b ecoA(-1)+t, for some constants a and b.
Continuity of u and u. then yields a = co + 1 and b = co - 1. Thus we can write
U = (co + 1) e- O A ( -)+ t + (co - 1) eco A (x1)+s t = J(x, s) es , (2.45)
5 We use A, instead of the usual d, because this problem involves several d, for the same s.
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where the Jost function [12, 59] J (defined by the formula) will play a significant
role in the Green's function for the reduced problem Laplace Transform. The reduced
problem is then
utt - uXX + [t 2 u=0 for 0<x<1, (2.46)
with (i) initial conditions: u(x, 0) = f(x) and ut(x, 0) = g(x),
and (ii) boundary conditions: u(0, t) = 0 and Ut + cO X(91 ) u = 0, (2.47)
at x = 1. This last equation is the EBC, which
is defined only for CWE. To justify it, note that a solution to (2.46), of the form
u = ae-coA(x-1)+st + becoA(-1)+st, satisfies (2.47) 4--> a oc co + 1 and b oc co - 1.
Proof. Substitute u into the EBC. This yields (s + co X(-()) a + (s + co X(()) b = 0, where
= co A = Z(s). Now we use the definitions in (2.41) to obtain X(() = s and X(-() -s.
It follows that s ((1 - co) a + (1 + co) b) = 0, which yields the result - except when s = 0,
which we must consider via a limit only. 4
The Laplace Transform for the reduced problem is
s2 U - Uz + pt2 U = s f (x) + g(x) = y(x, s) for 0 < x <1, (2.48)
where U(0, s) = 0, the EBC at x = I is s U + co X(ax) U = f (1), (2.49)
-Y= s f + g, and 0 < co < 1.
Remark 2.9 [On the construction of the EBC]. In the simple example of 2.1.1,
the EBC in (2.4) was obtained by simply taking the limit x -+ 1 of the equation
satisfied by the right going waves on x > 1. This process does not work in the current
example (nor in general). The equation for the right going waves on x > 1, is:
ut - X(-co ax) u = 0. However, we cannot now argue that X(-co ax) u is continuous
across x = 1, and implement this condition - we only know that u and ux are
continuous across x = 1. In fact, implementing ut - X(-co o8) u = 0 as the EBC
leads to incorrect reflection-transmission coefficients. That is: u = a ecO A (x-1)+st +
b eco(x-1)+s t leads to (s - X(co ()) a + (s + X(co ()) b = 0, where ( = co A = Z(s).
However X(co () z co X(() = co s, as would be needed.
On the other hand, one could write the equation for the right moving waves on
x > 1 in the alternative form co ux + Z(at) u = 0. In this case we could use continuity
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across x = 1 and use this equation as the the EBC. However co ux + Z(t) u = 0
is global in time, so that the reduced problem is no longer an initial value problem.
Worse still, we cannot longer use the Laplace Transform to give meaning to this
EBC, as can be done for (2.47) and (2.49) using the Green's function - see 2.5.2.
Potentially, one could use a Fourier Transform in time for this purpose, but this runs
into the problem that the solutions to (2.48) grow exponentially backwards in time.
In short, the equation co u., + Z(t) u = 0 might actually be meaningless.
The only process we know of that is guaranteed "safe and general" is the one using
a reflection-transmission calculation, as used here. 4
2.5.2 The Green's function for the reduced problem
Here write the solution to (2.48-2.49) using a Green's function approach. Since the
Green's function can be written in terms of CEW, the fact that the EBC is defined
solely for CEW becomes irrelevant: it is through the Green's function that the EBC
gets defined for arbitrary solutions. 6
The Green's function G = G(x, y, s), is defined by the solution to (2.48), with
homogeneous boundary conditions (f(1) = 0) and y -> (x-y). The Green's function
is given by
G(x, y, s) 1 sinh( x)J(y, s) for O<x<y< 1,
2( (co cosh (+ sinh() sinh((y)J(x, s) for 0<y<X< 1,
(2.50)
where ( = co A = Z(s) = ,s2 + p2 and J(x, s) = (co + 1) e-(x-) + (co - 1) e(X).
Recall: Z is defined in (2.41), and is J defined in (2.45). Note also that the pre-factor
in G is related to J via J(0, s) = 2( (co cosh (+ sinh ().
The non-homogeneous term on the EBC's right hand side in (2.49) can be han-
dled by noticing that (s + co X(Ox)) sinh((x) = s (co cosh((x) + sinh((x)), which
6 This is not unlike the situation for pseudo-differential operators, defined through the Fourier
Transform or through Fourier Series. This resolves the issue posed in remark 2.4.
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follows because X(() = -X(-() = s. Thus, finally, we can write
U = jG(x, y, s) y(y, s) dy + f(1) ,sinh(( x) (2.51)
co cosh ( + sinh ( s
for the solution of (2.48-2.49). The solution to reduced problem (2.46-2.47) is then
u(x, t) = I U(x, s) e" ds, (2.52)
where Fa is a path in the s-complex plane, along which Re(s) = a, with a large
enough. Provided the behavior of G at infinity is appropriate, the order of integration
in (2.51-2.52) can be reversed, followed by moving the complex contour Fa left -
to pick up the contributions from the singularities of G. This then yields a spectral
representation for the solution, with poles of U giving rise to discrete modes, and
the other singularities to other types of spectrum. This works for a large class of
problems; next we begin to investigate if this is the case for the current problem. The
first step is to study the singularities of (2.50-2.51)
Remark 2.10 [The case f(1) = 0].The formulation in (2.47) of the EBC requires
manipulation of the reflection-transmission calculation. At the moment it is not
entirely clear to us if similar manipulations are always possible. On the other hand,
the incorporation of the EBC into a Jost function (2.45) is entirely general. Since the
Green's function can be constructed once J is known, formulas like (2.51) are always
possible when the initial data have their support entirely within the boundaries -
that is, in this case: f(1) = 0. 40
2.5.3 Poles and quasi-modes
Here we examine the poles of the Green's function (2.50). These poles give rise to
Leaky modes for the reduced problem (in 0 < x < 1), and quasi-modes when extended
to the full positive real axis. The poles are
defined by the solutions to the equation 7  co cosh(() + sinh(() = 0. (2.53)
7There is no pole at (= 0 (sinh((x) cancels the factor 1/(). But C = 0 yields branch points.
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where ( Z(s) = fs2 + p. Equivalently, by = ln ( 1 0) + i n zr, (2.54)
where n is an integer. Note that Re(() < 0,
hence, given that d = -(/co [i.e.: (2.42)] and
Z corresponds to right moving waves Re(s,) < 0 (2.55)
must apply - see (2.35). Furthermore for n $ 0, Re(sn) < 0. (2.56)
This follows because Re(s) = 0 yields ( which
is either purely real or purely imaginary, and cannot satisfy (2.54) for n $ 0. From
(2.56) we see that all the n z 0 modes decay, i.e.: they are "leaky". This is as expected
for a problem losing energy through radiation. We examine the n = 0 mode(s) below.
From (2.54) s2 = (-a+in7r)2 _ , with 0<a=- ln (< a -1, (2.57)
n 2 1+C0
where (2.56) selects the root to take for n f 0.
Then, for Inl >> I we can expand s=n 7r-ca+i + O(n 2 ). (2.58)
Thus the sn asymptote to the vertical line with constant negative real part -a.
For n = 0 three cases arise
(1) Case a > y. A single root so = -V/ 2  p,2 < 0 is allowed (a leaky mode). A
plot of the sn for this case is shown in figure 1-2.
(2) Case a = it. A double root so = 0 occurs. One root corresponds to a full
problem "trapped mode" (matches up to an evanescent wave for x > 1).
(3) Case a < y. Then two purely imaginary roots so = i p 2 - a2 occur. Again,
one of them corresponds to a trapped mode for the full problem.
In case (1) the inverse Laplace Transform integration path can be deformed to yield a
spectral formula: sum over the poles plus integral around the branch cut (continuous
spectrum). The other cases are complicated by of the poles on the branch cut.
2.5.4 Branch cuts and natural boundaries
As pointed out at the end of 2.5.3, the branch cuts in the Green's function (2.50)
are related to the reduced problem continuum spectrum. But this is so only because
we placed the branch cuts properly: where wave propagation changes direction. This
is equivalent to placing the branch cuts where the Green's function ceases to be a
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Green's function: that is, the analytic continuation of the Green's function past the
branch cut is not a Green's function - because it does not satisfy the EBC; it actually
connects to incoming waves across x = 1, not outgoing. The moral of this is that
branch cuts correspond to continuous spectrum only if placed properly.
But branch cuts are not everything when it comes to continuous spectrum. As a
simple illustrative example, consider the wave equation in the full line, utt - uxx = 0
for -o < x < oc. In this case the Green's function for the Laplace Transform is
given by G(x, y) = - eX-xYI for Re(s) > 0. This G is meromorphic; however it
ceases to be a Green's function as the imaginary axis is crossed. The reason is that
then it grows exponentially at infinity. What this means is that, for generic initial
data, the Laplace Transform U cannot be continued past the imaginary axis, which
is then a natural boundary. This is an example where continuous spectrum appears
associated with a natural boundary, and there are no branch cuts.
As a second example, consider the Klein-Gordon equation utt - uxx + P u = 0
in the full line -oc < x < oc. The Green's function is G(x, y) - _ e-dIX-yI
where (for Re(s) > 0) d2 = / 2 + s2 and Re(d) > 0. Two natural boundaries arise
on the imaginary axis, for IsI > p (same reason as for the wave equation). There
are also two branch points: s = i p, and the proper place for the branch cuts is
IsI > u, s imaginary - note: the opposite of (2.41). This is an example where
continuous spectrum appears associated with both natural boundaries and branch cuts.
Note that pa -+ 0 yields the wave equation in the prior paragraph, where the "opening"
-f < i s < p shrinks into the singularity at s = 0 of the Green's function there.
Finally, consider an example with a limit where a set of poles becomes dense and
create a natural boundary. For this purpose, consider the wave equation on on a
finite interval 0 < x < L, with Dirichlet boundary conditions. That is: utt - u., = 0,
with u(0, t) = u(L, t) = 0. This leads to the following Laplace Transform Green's
function: G(x, y, s) = G(y, x, s) = -,s sinhsL sinh(s x) sinh(s (y - L)),
0 < x < y < L, meromorphic with poles at n f 0
integer, sn = i n ir/L. Now, as L -+ 00 the poles become dense on the imaginary axis.
Further: G(x, y, s) = G(y, x, s) -+ } sinh(s x) e-Y for Re(s) > 0, #1
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and G(x, y, s) = G(y, x, s) -+ 1 sinh(s x) e+ Y for Re(s) < 0. #2
Thus, for Re(s) > 0 the Green's function converges to the Green's function of the
full line problem, and for Re(s) < 0 to the full line problem Green's function cor-
responding to -s. Note also that the imaginary axis is a natural boundary for the
"generic" Laplace Transform solution U. This is so because the analytic continu-
ation of #1 across the imaginary axis develops exponential growth at infinity, so
that U(x, s) = fo7 G(x, y, s) (s u(x, 0) + ut(x, 0)) dy will generally have no analytic
extension past the imaginary axis.
2.6 Internal Gravity Waves
Here we apply the theory to a problem of interest in Geophysical Fluids: internal
gravity waves in a stratified, (possibly) rotating atmosphere. Let z be the verti-
cal coordinate, and assume an atmosphere with a piecewise constant stratification.
Restricting the problem to 2-D leads to the a-dimensional equation [131
wxxtt + wzzit + N 2 (y)wXX + f 2Wzz = 0, with w(x, 0, t) = 0. (2.59)
Here w is the vertical velocity, f > 0 is the rotation rate of the f-plane approximation,
N2 1 for 0 < z <1, (2.60)
N2 for 1 < z,
is the Brunt-Vaissli frequency, and No > 1 is a constant. We separate the horizontal
direction using Fourier Modes w(x, z, t) = W(z, t)eikx. (2.61)
Thus
- k 2W1t + WZZtt - k 2 N 2 W + f 2 Wzz = 0, with W(0, t) = 0. (2.62)
Next we formulate a reduced problem, for 0 < z < 1, with an EBC at z = 1.
2 k 2 (N 2 + S2)We start from the dispersion relation d2  2 + (2.63)
s2 + f2
where N is as in (2.60) and Re(s) Re(d) < 0 for
right going waves. A cumbersome, but straightforward, reflection-transmission cal-
culation then shows that the z < 1 Jost function incorporates this calculation is
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J(z, s) = A + Ao z-) + A -A 0 eA(z1), (2.64)2 2
where A = A(s) and Ao = Ao(s) are the dispersion branches defined by: Re(A) Re(s) >
0, Re(Ao) Re(s) > 0,
s2+ 1 32+ N2
A=k s . and AO = k (2.65)
s2 + f 2  S2 + f 2  (2
Equivalently: (i) take (2.65); (ii) place three branch cuts along the imaginary axis,
as follows: from -imin(f, N) to i min(f, N), and from i max(f, N) to 00; and
(iii) let A ~ Ik Re(s) for Isl >> 1.
Let now V = V(z, s) be the Laplace Transform of W = W(z, t) for 0 < z < 1.
Then
-k 2S 2 V+s 2 Vz -k 2 V+f 2 Vz=y, (2.66)
where V(O, s) 0, y(z, s) = (s (Wzz - k2 W) + (Wzz, - k2 Wt)) (z, 0), and V sat-
isfies the EBC implied by the Jost function in (2.64). Note: for simplicity we assume
here that the initial data has support within the interval 0 < z < 1, so as to avoid the
type of issues pointed out in remarks 2.9 and 2.10. The Green's function for this
problem is
G (z, y, s) -1 sinh(A z) J(y, s) for 0 < z < y, (2.67)
A (A cosh A + Ao sinh A) sinh(Ay)J(zs) for y<z<1.
Then
V(z, s) f G(z, y, s) y(y, s) dy and W(z, t) - V(z, s) Ce ds, (2.68)
where Va is a path in the s-complex plane, along which Re(s) -- a, with a large
enough.
Just as in the case of the Klein-Gordon equation, we expect the poles of G to be
associated with leaky modes (discrete spectrum for the reduced problem) while the
branch cuts will produce continuous spectrum. Because the branch cuts are along the
imaginary axis, the contributions from the continuous spectrum are associated with
evanescent waves, and do not yield exponential decay in time.
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2.7 Relation to Normal Operators
Separating time in the two two-speed wave equation in (2.4) does not yield a normal
eigenvalue problem due to the radiation boundary condition at x = 1, which leads
to the eigenvalue showing up in the boundary condition. However, recall that the
solution to this problem - see (2.9) - can be written in the form
fl=+OO /
U = n 0fn + 1 n ent sinh(sn x), where s, = -v + i n r, (2.69)
where v = -}In ), f1  = -f sinh(s x) f(x) dx, gn = -f sinh(s7 x) g(x) dx,
and we have assumed f(1) = 0 to simplify the formulas.
Based on this solution, a new (equivalent) system of equations can be constructed,
for which the eigenvalue problem is normal. This system is given by
At=-vA+Bx and Bt=-v B+Ax (2.70)
for 0 < x < 1, with boundary conditions B(0, t) = B(1, t) = 0. The associated
operator
L = - VI (2.71)
(ax 0)
is normal (difference of a skew-adjoint operator and a scalar multiple of the identity).
Straightforward 8 (though cumbersome) algebra shows that (2.4) and (2.70) map into
each other by the transformation
u = -Asinh(vx) + Bcosh(vx) and v = Acosh(vx) - Bsinh(vx), (2.72)
with inverse
A = usinh(vx) + vcosh(vx) and B= ucosh(vx) + vsinh(vx), (2.73)
where v = - f ut(y, t) dy - 9L u(1, t). We expect similar equivalences exist for other
radiation problems with a normal mode decomposition. Though instead of differential
operators, more general pseudo-differential operators may be needed.
8 The identities sinh v = co cosh v and cosh v = 1/ /1 - ce being useful for this.
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2.8 Conclusions
In this section we derived a generalization of the notion of group velocity (in 1-D)
to conservative/dispersive waves with complex wavenumber and wavefrequency -
Complex Exponential Waves (CEW). We then showed how to use this notion to
define reflection-absorption boundary conditions at leaky-boundaries, based on energy
propagating away to infinity - Effective Boundary Conditions (EBC). This then
allows problems defined on infinite domains to be considered on a finite domain, via
the reduced problem. We also showed how to derive spectral decompositions for the
reduced problem; these often involve both a combination of discrete spectrum (the
leaky modes) and continuous spectrum. The continuous spectrum arises from properly
placed branch cuts in the dispersion relation, and it is associated with evanescent
waves (which have zero average energy propagation). The leaky modes, on the other
hand, decay exponentially in time. The reason evanescent modes are associated with
the continuous spectrum is that the branch cuts in the dispersion relation should be
placed where the wave direction of propagation changes; that is: the group velocity
vanishes. The spectral problems that the reduced problems give rise to are non-normal
(because of the leaky nature of the EBC). Nonetheless, often a spectral theorem
can be generated via a Green's function solution for the Laplace Transform, and
complex variables techniques to calculate the inverse Transform. In fact, the Laplace
Transform provides the natural context to deal with CEW and formulate EBC.
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Chapter 3
Group Velocity for Complex
Exponential Waves
3.1 Introduction
A major focus of this thesis is on problems involving (linear) dispersive systems in
domains with leaky boundaries. In this context a notion of the direction of propaga-
tion of the waves becomes necessary. For example, to formulate the proper radiation
conditions at the leaky boundaries - the Effective Boundary Conditions (EBC).
However, as was explained earlier in this thesis, problems of this type have solutions
that decay in time, even though the equations are conservative. Hence the solutions
should be written as linear combinations of exponential solutions with a complex
wave-frequency (and, consequently, a complex wave-number); that is: Complex Ex-
ponential Waves (CEW). Then the question of how to determine the direction of
propagation for CEW arises. When the wave number and wave frequency are real,
the classical definition of the group speed, c = Vk w, provides the answer. However,
this formulation breaks down for CEW. Thus the notions of group speed and speed
of energy propagation need to be generalized. This was done, for 1-D systems, in 2.3
and 2.4. In this chapter we consider the n-D case.
The plan of this chapter is a follows: First, we briefly review the classical theory,
and the various approaches that can be used to obtain the group speed. Next we
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show how to use modulation theory to obtain a group speed for n-D CEW. Then
we show how to extend Whitham's Average Lagrangian theory for the same purpose.
Finally, we apply the theory so developed to various example problems.
3.1.1 Classical group speed derivation
The classical group speed can be obtained in many ways 1811. Here we summarize
two approaches. A third one can be found in 3.1.2.
The Fourier Transform Approach
A dispersive system is characterized by a dispersion relation G(w, k) = 0,
which may have several solution branches w = Qe(k), each of them real valued for
k real. The group speed depends on the branch, so let us assume a specific branch,
with associated solutions
il=SeO, where O=k - -wt (3.1)
and = i(k) is the "eigenvector" corresponding to w. Then a wave packet centered,
at some wave number ko, can be constructed using a Fourier integral:
1 k-k__
'(5,t)=-- F ki-dk, (3.2)
where 0 < c < 1, F is a function that decays rapidly at infinity, the integral is over
k E R", and n is the dimension in space. As we will show next,
this yields a modulated carrier wave, with carrier wave number ko and
envelope propagating at the group speed c = V evaluated at ko.
Let us now change variables m' = (k -o)/c and expand w(k) = w(ko + c M)
6 = (koX-wot)+E(M-&-i-c(ko)t)+...
= 00 + m - (Z - c(ko) T)+... (3.3)
where wo = w(ko), c4 = Vk w, 6o = ko - 5 - wot, X = c i, and T = e t. Substituting
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this into (3.2), and using the rapid decay of F, we obtain
i(Q, t) ~ F(i) e di) v(ko) e' 00, (3.4)
where # = X - c( 0 ) T. This proves the statement displayed above.
The Multiple Scales/ Modulation Approach
Here we start with the multiple scales ansatz
1 -
ii A(X, T; c) e20, with = - E(X, T), (3.5)
where 0 < c < 1, X = CY, T = ct, and A is expanded in power of c. That is: a
locally plane wave, with slowly varying amplitude A,
wave-number k = k(X, T) = Vj 0 = Vg 8,
and wave-frequency a = W(X, T) = -Ot = -8T.
Note: here we assume a scalar system (see remark 3.11), so that A is a scalar. The
vector case is similar, though the calculations are more complicated.
Next substitute (3.5) into the dispersive system (see remark 3.11), and proceed
in the usual multiple-scales way. At leading order we find that
(not surprisingly) the dispersion relation must be satisfied G(w, k) = 0. (3.6)
Given the definition of k and w, this equation is actually a
di
Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the phase 0, with characteristics d = = . (3.7)dT Cg
This shows that the group velocity, 4' = Vk w, characterizes
the propagation of changes in the wave-number and wave-frequency for (3.5).
From the next order in the expansion, the following equation for the amplitude
can be derived:
(IAo 2 )T + divk (- IAO1 2 ) = 0, (3.8)
where AO is the leading order in A. This is, basically, the conservation of energy, and
shows the the flow of energy is also given by the group speed (at leading' order).
' At higher order "dispersive" contributions to the energy flow can be shown to occur.
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Finally, note that (from the definition of k and w)
kT + Vgw W= 0, and curl k = 0. (3.9)
The first equation here is the equation for the "conservation of waves".
Remark 3.11 [Generic dispersive system]. In "elementary" presentations, the ap-
proach above is applied to example "model equations". However, the results are
general, as can be seen by applying the expansion to the "generic" dispersive equation
G(i 4t, -i V) U = 0. 46
3.1.2 Whitham's Averaged Lagrangian Theory
Whitham's Average Lagrangian Theory [81] provides an elegant and generic theory
for dispersive equations, that allows generalization to nonlinear systems. A brief
summary of the basic theory is as follows
1. Assume that the system is given through a Lagrangian, L, which is a function
of the solution and its derivatives.
2. Assume a solution of the form u = a cos0, where a, W = -Ot, and k = Vj 0 are
slowly varying functions in space-time. Then, to leading order, the derivatives
of u can be approximated by ut ~ w a sin0, Vyu ~ -ka sin 0, etc. - i.e.:
neglect terms involving derivatives of a, w, and k.
Note: in the vector case each component of the solution is approximated as
above, ui = aj coso, with a common phase.
3. Substitute the approximations in item 2 into the Lagrangian L, and average over
0, to obtain the average Lagrangian L = L(w, k, a). This is justified because
the dependence of the solution on the phase is not slow.
4. For a linear system L is quadratic, thus L has the form L = G(w, k ) a2
5. The Lagrangian machinery can now be applied to L. Variation with respect
to a yields the equation G(w, k ) 0 - the dispersion relation. Thus (3.7)
applies.
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6. Variation with respect to 0 yields (L,)t - div(Vk L) = 0, conservation of the
wave action L, which is equivalent to (3.8). Note that Vk L = -L, C', so this
can also be written in the form (L))t + div(c L,) = 0.
The elegance of the method is stunning. All the "grungy" calculations that the meth-
ods in 3.1.1 require are gone.
3.1.3 Dispersion relation for complex exponentials
In 2.3 and 2.4 we developed a theory for the propagation of energy by CEW in 1-D
linear, constant coefficients, dispersive systems. The purpose is now to extend this
theory to multi-dimensional systems. Here we introduce an example that we will use
to illustrate various properties of the new theory. The example is provided by the
Klein-Gordon equation, Utt - C2 V 2 U + P2 U 0. (3.10)
where c > 0 and p > 0 are constants. As an equation for X E R', the solutions can
be expressed as linear combinations (via the Fourier Transform) of solutions of the
form ed -0 , where k and w are both real and related by the dispersion relation
G(w, k) = -w 2 + c2  2 + 2 = 0, (3.11)
C2
with associated group speed C = VkW = k. (3.12)
Equation (3.11) yields w c2 |k|2 + M2, a multiple valued answer. The general
solution to the equation, in R", is then
u(X, t) = A(k) e(-+t) dk j+ B(k ) e -(k -t) dk, (3.13)
R n JR n
where A and B are some functions determined by the initial conditions. For general
systems this is replaced by a sum, of Fourier integrals, over all the possible solutions
of the dispersion relation. In domains other than Rn, but with conservative boundary
conditions (e.g.: Dirichlet, or Neumann) these formulas have to be modified, with re-
strictions on which k are allowed; and the integrals may have to be replaced (partially
or totally) by discrete sums.
We now extend the notion of complex exponential waves (CEW),
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see 2.2 and 2.3, to the n-D case. That is, solutions of the form ed'+i t,
where d and s are complex valued. For the Klein-Gordon equation
in (3.10) it should be clear that these are solutions provided that the complex disper-
sion relation 2 2c2+2
s2 c2 d2 + p2 = 0, (3.14)
applies. In general, this can be done for generic dispersive systems with a dispersion
function G = G(w, k ) which is an holomorphic function of its arguments (e.g.: a
PDE system). In this case (3.14) is replaced by
G(i s, -id) = 0. In particular s = -i Q(-i ) (3.15)
for any solution branch w = ((). Note the relationship s = -i o and d = i k,
which applies when s and d are pure imaginary.
Remark 3.12 [Notation].The Laplace Transform plays a central role in the theory
presented in this thesis. In particular, the use of s to denote the complex frequency
is motivated by the Laplace Transform pair
L{f} = F(s) = f (t) es'dt and f(t) = 1. F(s) e" ds, (3.16)jo 27r z r
where F is a complex path of the form z = a + i f, -op < f < oc, with a a constant
large enough that all the singularities of F are to the left of F. 4
3.2 Group speed in the Multi-dimensional case
Here we extend the 1-D notion of group speed for CEW, derived in 2.4, to the n-D
case. Having a general equation for the group velocity for the n-D case is important
for computations of energy flow, boundary radiation, and other related quantities.
Let us begin by examining a generic CEW. That is, a solution of the form
u oc est+di, (3.17)
where d is some complex vector. This wave has an exponential envelope in the
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Re(d) direction; hence the same argument of 2.4 can be used to determine the wave
propagation speed in this direction. Thus we need to ascertain what the group velocity
is in the orthogonal directions. In these directions the wave oscillates sinusoidally in
space, since Re(d) - = 0 implies that d- Y is pure imaginary. Hence in the directions
orthogonal to Re(d) we should be able to use approaches similar to those used in the
classical theory: wave modulation and average Lagrangian. We show next that this is
indeed the case, and derive the general group velocity for complex exponential waves
in multiple directions using these two different methods. The results agree with each
other, and with the classical theory in the limiting case when d becomes real. There
is, however, an important consideration to keep in mind as the next remark explains.
Remark 3.13 [The curse of ill-posed modulation]. Here we show what happens
if one naively attempts to use modulation theory to find the energy propagation speed
for CEW, as is done in the classical theory. Then, in 1-D, we introduce slow space
and time variables X = cx and T = ct, where 0 < c < 1, and propose a solution of
the form
u ~ A (X, T) e i(ko x-w t), (3.18)
where Lo = Q(ko) is a solution of the dispersion relation. However, unlike classical
theory, we take ko complex. Let us now assume that A has a Fourier transform at
time T = 0 )C
A(X, 0) = f (K)eiKX di, (3.19)
where (of course) K is real. Now, since u is a solution, it should be that
u =jf()ei(r X-(k) t) eiko x, (3.20)
where k = ko + E ,, since ko x + r, X = k x - hence the imaginary part of the wave
number remains constant as the real part varies. Let us now assume that f decays
rapidly at infinity. Then, using that c is small, we expand up to linear terms
Q (k) ~oo + E Q'(ko) K. (3.21)
T h is l e a d s t o '0
(J-o0fo~ K( fk ) K k x )(.2
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which appears to have exactly the form in (3.18). However, here a fatal issue arises:
since ko is complex, Q'(ko) will generally be complex as well, with p = Im (Q'(ko)) # 0.
Thus the integral in (3.22) has a term ePT. Thus, unless f decays extremely fast at
infinity, the integral in (3.22) does not exist. What this means is that, in general, the
modulation ansatz in (3.18) gives rise to an ill-posed problem for A.
As a side note, the above shows that naive modulation fails in general, but for
special problems an "exact modulation" is possible. Example: for the Klein-Gordon
equation k = ko + er, yields
w2 =1+(ko +e i) 2 . (3.23)
For large r this reduces to
ko + C K. (3.24)
Thus w does not develop an arbitrary large imaginary part, and the "exact" modu-
lation description is well-posed. On the other hand, taking a linear approximation,
instead of using the full equation, still results in Q'(ko) with non-zero imaginary part.
In conclusion: in general modulation via a dispersion relation linearized about
some complex ko is ill-posed. 46
3.2.1 Modulation Method
The derivation of the energy propagation velocity in 2.4 can naturally be extended
to multiple dimensions, giving the group velocity component parallel to the direction
M = Im(d) in which the wave envelope is exponential as
Im(Q(d)) -(2CA --n=  (3.25)
where ft = M/IrnI
To find the group velocity in the perpendicular direction one begins by taking
some 0 < E < 1, and letting X = CY, T = et. The wave is then modulated at a given
complex wavenumber do = ko + ifio and complex frequency frequency so = Q(ko).
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The modulated wave then has the form
u = A(X, T)ei(dx'sOt ) (3.26)
As was shown in the previous section, making the modulation assumption in the
direction of exponential growth (here Im(do)) causes the problem to become ill-posed
when the dispersion relation is linearized. Instead caution must be taken as to exactly
how the modulation is formulated.
Note that A can be written as an n dimensional Fourier transform over real k as
A(X, 0) = j f(k )Ce dk (3.27)
Substituting this back into the modulated solution with time dependence gives.
U = (f (k eo4 -W+ 0d (3.28)
JR-
Based on the particular form of Q(k ) the above integral may or may not be well-
posed, as was shown for the 1D case with the Klein-Gordon dispersion relation. The
issue with performing a standard modulation for small c is that it gives
Q(do + Ek) Q(do) + VQ(do) - ck + O(c2) (3.29)
In general VQ(ko) will be complex, meaning integrating over all k causes the integral
to diverge. The issues arises since a general modulation for a complex wavenumber
will have a range of complex frequencies with varying imaginary part.
For modulation theory to work, one must consider an integral over k's such that
locally Im(Q(k )) is constant, as then the gradient will have no imaginary part. This
can be achieved by splitting the n-dimensional Fourier integral into a ID integral
in the local direction of Im(VQ(do)) and an n - 1 dimensional integral in all the
orthogonal directions. At a global level the n - 1 dimensional integrals are over a
level set of Im(Q(d )), while the last dimension sums the contribution of all the level
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sets. At a global level this adds some complications, but one can work locally about
a particular complex wavelength in order to use a rectangular coordinate system for
integration.
This division assumes that Im(VQ(do)) # 0 to be valid; cases where this does not
hold (notably the classical case) are degenerate under this formulation, but are simple
to deal with by just using the classical theory for all directions besides the envelope
direction.
To make this notationally simpler, assuming Im(V2(do)) $ 0, a new basis is
chosen in the Fourier domain, where
Im(VQ(do))
ni = -4-(3.30)
JIm(VQ(do))|
and the remaining fi, i = 2, ... , n form an orthonormal basis of Fourier space. Then
the integral for u can be rewritten as
U= f(k )ei((l+kin1+E1)--(lh+Ekin1+EI)t)dkidki (3.31)
where K1 is the space spanned by ii for 2 ; i < n. Then a Taylor expansion can be
performed of Q in k , as
Q(do + ekifi 1 + Eki) = Q(do) + V52(do) -ci + 0(62) (3.32)
The integral can then be written as
S= eidojeEkiil -N-(do+ckIfi)t J , )eiek(- o+Eki1 )t)dkC dki (3.33) U e JR e K f(k
Note the innermost integral shows that there is a modulated wave traveling at velocity
V IQ(dO + ckifi). The outer integral shows that for a particular k, the modulation
has complex frequency Q(dO + ck1 fin). Thus if one is only considering a single com-
plex frequency, the inner integral is the only pertinent portion. This single complex
frequency, given by Q(do), will give a corresponding velocity of Vk_ f(do).
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Note in general Mio and i1 are not parallel, meaning that the velocity given above
is not orthogonal to the direction of the exponentially modulating envelope. The
group velocity in this direction is already controlled by energy considerations of the
envelope, and the the component of Vjj Q (do) in this direction is then ignored because
it was assumed that A(X, T) is slow varying, thus allowing the exponential envelope
to dominate the energy propagation in that direction. The corrected orthogonal group
velocity is then given by removing the component along the envelope direction, as
CgI = V( (do) - V1 Q(do) (3.34)
This method of calculating the orthogonal group velocity requires first determin-
ing the direction of Im(VkQ(do)), and then taking the gradient in the orthogonal
directions. Instead, its is easier to take the gradient first and then subtract the com-
ponent in the direction of imaginary change out. Thus one can write, again assuming
that Im(VkQ(do)) = fi $ 0,
Vk Q(do) = VkQ(do) - VgQ(do)) (3.35)
The process of finding the orthogonal group velocity c9 directly from the gradient
of Q thus involves first subtracting out the portion from the imaginary component of
the gradient, followed by the portion in the direction of the modulating exponential.
3.2.2 Averaged Lagrangian Method
Another method to derive the group velocity for complex exponential waves is via
the averaged Lagrangian approach. In general continuum systems, for a field u the
Lagrangian density integral is
J = J dt L(tl), u,)ut, Vu)ds, (3.36)
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which by the calculus of variations [25] gives the Euler-Lagrange equations
a a
4" & t t ) - x- (L L ) = 0. (3 .3 7)
While the Lagrangian formulation may be written using arbitrary coordinates, we
choose the system of coordinates such that one axis goes along the direction of the
exponential envelope and the others are normal to it. In this coordinate system the
complex exponential wave becomes the product of an exponential envelope in one
direction and a standard modulation orthogonal to it. This modulation is comprised
of a slowly varying envelope multiplying a rapidly varying sinusoidal oscillation.
Let the exponential envelope be in the el direction, and represent this coordinate with
the variable xi; the remaining directions orthogonal to the envelope are y E R~.
Thus the complex exponential wave can be written as
u = a(Y, T)S(xi, t) cos 6, (3.38)
where
S(xit) = eMXI (3.39)
X =_ X, (3.40)
T = et, (3.41)
6 k -Y-wt, (3.42)
with c < 1 and w = Re[Q(-id)]. Here 6 is a fast-varying variable compared to Y
and T, while its partial derivatives are slowly varying. Averaging over 6,
I2(a, S, S, St, Ot, ki) = C(a, S, Sx, S,, t, OY)dO (3.43)
27r a
giving a "partially averaged Lagrangian" averaged in direction orthogonal to the ex-
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ponential envelope. By the Euler-Lagrange equations for the variation of L in 6,
La = 0 (3.44)
which just gives a relation between w, ki, a, S, Sx, and St. This will just be the usual
dispersion relation. Assuming a Lagrangian that is quadratic in u(which must be the
case in linear theory), the partially-averaged Lagrangian must be of the form
= G(is, -id)a 2S 2  (3.45)
where G(is, -id) = 0 is the classic dispersion relation, resulting from the Euler-
Lagrange equation for the variation in a. Now Ot = -w and 8, = ki, which via the
Euler-Lagrange equation for the variation of L in 6 gives
ay(-Gwa 2S 2) _ . Gk + Gki a) a2s2 0 (3.46)
at ayi ( ki
which by chain rule, noting that that k, is a function of the other ki such that a is
constant, as in the modulation case,
Gki + Gki k, = -Gwk (3.47)
gives, with some tidying up,
a (G ,a2S 2) (G ,2S2 = 0. (3.48)at ayi aki
Factoring out the dispersion relation term gives a conservation equation for the wave
amplitude
(a2s2) + a22 = 0. (3.49)at ayi ( -ki)
This shows that in directions orthogonal to the envelope, the amplitude squared and
therefore the energy travels at the classical group speed -Ow/Oki. This can then be
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rewritten as
-w = + k1  (3.50)
aki Gw Gw Oki
This term on the right side must be real as we've defined w as real here, and thus
the group velocity is
V 
_ G Gk1CgI = + Vg ki (3.51)
Gw GW
where here the k1 is the wave vector orthogonal to the envelope. Note this holds
regardless of any branches, but only for the directions orthogonal to the envelope.
Note by construction k1 is chosen so that the second term exactly cancels any con-
tribution from an imaginary component in the first, giving a purely real orthogonal
group velocity as if we had only taken derivatives orthogonal to the imaginary portion
of the gradient.
Usually when working with dispersion relations it is desirable to write the fre-
quency as a function of the wavenumber, which in the classical case is denoted as
W = Q(k ) as in the previous modulation derivation. This means that
V G -G
= Vk Q(d) (3.52)
The above gives velocities in all orthogonal directions to the exponential envelope,
but in general these will be complex as Q(d) is complex. The term
GV- ki = Ok VI ki (3.53)
subtracts off the imaginary component, while also possibly altering the real com-
ponent as in general 9Q/0ki is not purely imaginary. These modifications together
however have the sum effect of all derivatives in orthogonal to the Im(VkQ) direction,
meaning this orthogonal group velocity agrees with that found for the modulation
theory method.
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3.3 Examples
3.3.1 Klein-Gordon Group Speed
For a nontrivial example, consider the non-dimensionalized Klein-Gordon equation
Utt - AU + U = 0 (3.54)
From the classical theory the dispersion relation is
W =+ 1 + k 2 = Q(k ), (3.55)
where the sign is chosen based on the direction of propagation of the wave. Extending
this to a complex valued function via is = Q(-id) as before, one obtain
L + ic = '1 + kC1 2 - 2im -k - I Tn12, (3.56)
where the positive root is chosen for simplicity. Taking the gradient
Vk(Q 2 )
2Q
k - iiif
1 -k - M2
and separating real and imaginary parts, one obtains
k - i+|i )2 +/ 4(io/)
+( fk12 - I 1112)2 + 4(r1 k)]1/
where
0 = tan- ( -2A -k
1 + k12 - I17112
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(3.57)
(3.58)
(3.59)
Next the portion in the imaginary direction of the gradient must be subtracted. That
direction is written as
N (3.60)
INI
with
N = -M cos() - -ksin(- (3.61)
2 2
The imaginary portion of the gradient is exactly removed by subtracting the compo-
nent in the hatn direction, leaving only a modification to the real part. Thus for the
Orthogonal components
CgI = Re[VkQ - (fi -VkQ)i]. (3.62)
Thus
CgIL k cos(0/2) - M' sin(#/2)
[(1 +|| 2 - I 7 12)2 + 4(r -. )2 1/4( cos(#/2) - M' sin(q$/2)
--# ) ][ 1 / n n . ( 3 .6 
3 )
[(1 + |k|2 - 1i f2 )2 + 4(- )2]
The formula is appears complicated when written in the standard vector notation,
but simplifies greatly when M' is in one of the coordinate directions as in the example
below. Note that setting ' = 0 gives the classical group theory for standard wave-
trains as expected.
Interpretation of the group speed
The presence of an exponential envelope in space alters the group speed of a wave-
train by altering the restoring force in the medium. For example, imagine a taught
membrane in 2D. If we consider just classic plane waves on the membrane, the wave
packets they form will travel at the classical group velocity. Now imagining a wave
packet localized in the x direction and exponentially growing in y, this exponential
envelope must have associated with it some restoring force, different from the normal
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restoring force in the flat case. Thus the waves in the orthogonal wave packet will
be feeling different restoring forces, and this will have an effect on the group speed
orthogonal to the envelope.
A leaky Klein-Gordon problem
Now with the equation for complex group velocity found, it can be applied to solving
problems with radiation away to infinity. This problem deals with a boundary in 1D
(And can easily be applied to straight boundaries in higher dimensions using Fourier
analysis) but in general more complex regions can be of interest, such a cylindrical
or spherical domains. Now consider the following modified problem based on the
example in the introduction:
u(x, t) : (0, oc) x (0, oc) -> R (3.64)
Utt = - m(x) 2 u (3.65)
u(0, t) = 0 (3.66)
u(x, 0) = f(x), 0 < x < 1 (3.67)
ut(x, 0) g(x), 0 < X < 1 (3.68)
(3.69)
with
m(X) = m, 0 < 1 (3.70)
1M2, X > I
It is also assumed that no waves travel in from infinity, or equivalently all waves that
pass x = 1 do so rightward and do not return to the region 0 < x < 1. The initial
conditions for u(x, 0) and ut(x, 0) are zero for x > 1. Because of these conditions, the
problem should be reducible to only the region x < 0 < 1 with a special transmission-
reflection or radiation boundary condition at x = 1.
While this example problem seems contrived, it has a basis in real world prob-
lems. For example, if the Klein-Gordon equation is replaced with an internal gravity
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wave equation with a piecewise-constant buoyancy frequency, the problem represents
disturbances in the troposphere. This problem is considered in section 3.3.1. Also
note that while the above problem does not have any forcing, time-dependent forcing
can be easily treated by using Duhamel's principle
Properly formulating the boundary condition at x = 1 requires understanding
what elementary exponential solutions do at the boundary. Equivalently, this requires
a transmission-reflection calculation. This is only a first step however, as then the
initial data must be properly expanded in terms of the elementary exponentials. This
expansion is the goal of future work.
Because the system looses energy at the boundary, it is expected that com-
plex wave frequencies, with decay, will be required. This in turn requires complex
wavenumbers, due to the real dispersion relation. To determine which complex waves
are right-moving toward infinity for x > 1 thus requires the complex group velocity
and the theory developed above.
Assume a complex exponential wave with a complex frequency of is. Then the
solutions will be of the form.
u 0c edx+st (3.71)
where d = m + ik and s = - - iw. Plugging this in to our equations, the complex
dispersion relations are found both for x < 1 and x > 1:
s2 - d2 + M2 = 0, 0 < x < 1 (3.72)
s 0, X > 1 (3.73)
Solving in each region gives two possible values for d, thus the most general solution
can be written as, for a given complex frequency is,
Aex s2+m!+st + Be-2 2+st 0 < x < 1
u = (3.74)
Cex S2 +ml+st + De--x 2+m+st X 1
Note the similarity to a reflection-transmission calculation. The Dirichlet condition at
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x = 0 allows the left portion to be replaced with a single coefficient and a hyperbolic
sine. For the right region, assume without loss of generality that Re(s) = - > 0
and that the complex square root gives a positive real part (i.e. the branch is chosen
with positive real part). Then using the 1-D energy propagation equations, the C
coefficient corresponds to a complex wave with left-going group speed, and thus C = 0.
The simplified solution can then be written (with relabeling of coefficients)
A sih I s2 + M21) el', 0 < X <1
U= Asinh( ) 1<x<1 (3.75)
Be-'s2+m?+st z > 1
Now the solution must be continuous with continuous first derivatives at x 1. This
requires
A sinh s2+m = Be-s2+mn (3.76)
A S 2 + M cosh s2 + B s2 + 2 -coh Vse l (3.77)
non-trivial solutions require A # 0 and B $ 0. Assuming the presence of non-trivial
solutions, the ratio of the two equations can be taken to give
tanh (s2 + m2) -e-s2+m2 (3.78)
The complex equation tanh(z) + e-z = 0 can be solved using a computer algebra
system, giving a countable infinite set of solutions, thus which in turn providing the
eigenvalues for permissible complex frequencies. Simple knowledge of the eigenval-
ues does not give the complex solution however, as an expansion theorem must be
provided. This is a goal of future work.
Evanescent Waves
For an interesting and somewhat familiar 2D example of where the change in orthog-
onal group speed may play a role, consider a Klein-Gordon equation in R2 , where
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there are two different media of propagation split along the y axis. At particular
frequencies a plane wave can be traveling along the boundary in one region and be
accompanied by an evanescent wave in the other. The system is given as
Utt - Au + m2 (x)u = 0 (3.79)
where
m2(x){ 2 x>0 (3.80)
Assume in the x > 0 region we have a plane wave travelling in the y direction,
u(x > 0, y, t) = eily'wt (3.81)
where
k= Im(d) =lj (3.82)
and w is such that it satisfies the Klein-Gordon dispersion relation G(w, k ) = 0
or w = 12 + m2. Matching this solution with it corresponding plane wave for
x < 0, using continuity in frequency and tangential wave number immediately gives
a solution of the form
u(x < 0, y, t) = e(ik-m)x+ily-iwt (3.83)
Equating the two dispersion relations via the w gives
12 + m = k 2 - 2ikm - 2 +l2 + M (3.84)
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or simplifying by noting that either k or m must be zero, and assuming m2 > m1,
then k = 0 and
m 2 M -M (3.85)
Now examining the group velocity on both sides of the y axis, we find on the right
Cg =j(3.86)
,VM 2+ 12
In the left region, we have an exponential decay due to the presence of an evanescent
wave, so we need to use the more generalized calculation of the group speed. In this
case, the dispersion branch is
W - m2 + 12 + M2 (3.87)
and taking the derivative to get the group speed, while plugging in for m,
1 1
Cgl = = J = C-gr (3.88)
Note that using the general method to determine the group speed has shown that
it is continuous across the medium boundary in the tangential direction, even though
the wave on the left is evanescent. This calculation shows that the generalized group
speed formula for higher dimensions is consistent with intuition in simple problems
with evanescent waves.
Internal Gravity Waves
Another interesting non-isotropic example is internal gravity waves. In the Boussinesq
approximation these waves can be described in 2D by the equation
Aott + N 2ox = 0, (3.89)
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where N is the Brunt-Vaisiili frequency. Writing k = ki + lj, the classical dispersion
relation is
w2(12 + k2 ) - N2 k2 = 0, (3.90)
or equivalently,
1
w=+Nk kV2 + 12 (3.91)
Extending this function to a complex domain, and letting rA = mi + nj we obtain
w+ ia = N(k + im) (3.92)
Taking the positive branch for this example, the gradient becomes
N l - in I
2 k-im l -in
k - im .
- i(1 -- i 2
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(3.93)
Separating the real and imaginary parts gives
N (12 2 ( 1  ^ k- im2 =+M) 2) eI - 1+n2 (3.94)
where
01 = tan- (n) - Itan-1 (n) (3.95)
2 1 2 k '
62 -tan- 1 2 tan-1 (kn) (3.96)
Taking the real part then gives
N (12 +r 2  1/4 cos(01) k cos(0i) + m sin(02)Re[VgQ] = k+~) Kj i - ji2 ) (3.97)2 k2+12g2 1 2 2 4 2
while a vector in the imaginary direction is
v = /12 + m2 sin 01i + (m cos6 2 - ksin0 2)j (3.98)
And only considering the portion orthogonal to the envelope direction r' while also
subtracting off the component in the imaginary direction leaves the orthogonal for-
mula
ci [Re[V Q] -(Re[VkQ].- v)v] R[VQ] (Re[VkQ] -v)v MM (399)
ce R[Vg)IV12 -V1 ReVg] v 2 (.9
Note like in the previous problem, taking M' -s 0 gives the classical group velocity
Physical interpretation
One of the most striking features of internal gravity waves is the orthogonality of the
group and phase velocities. When considering general complex exponential internal
waves, this strict orthogonality is no longer present, and instead the offset angle takes
an entire range of values, as came be seen in figure 2, which shows the angle difference
between the phase and group speed for a range of different complex exponential waves
with an envelope in the vertical direction.
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Note that there are not many problems where complex exponential waves can be
shown in physical form (due to an exponentially growing envelope) and instead we
can again turn to evanescent waves to explore results of the theory.
Specifically, we look at mountain waves generated by a fast background wind, such
that the waves generated are evanescent and do not propagate upward. Such waves
are usually overshadowed by traditional upward-propagating mountain waves since
their energy stays close to the surface, but horizontal energy transfer can still be
studied, and gives some interesting results.
For the problem, consider a constant profile wind with velocity U in the positive i
direction. The bottom boundary is a sinusoidal mountain range with wave number
k. We put ourselves in the frame of the wind, and this results in the bottom surface
moving to the left with velocity U, so that the frequency in this frame must be Uk
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using the phase speed relation. Thus the generated wave will have the form
= Aeikx+idz-iUkt (3.1
where d is an arbitrary complex number. By the dispersion relation we find that
2 
==
2
d= ik -l1= k - 1 (3.1w2 U2 k 2
If Uk > N then d will be imaginary,
means it will also be positive. Thus
and requiring the solution to decay at infinity
N2
U2k2
Now we care about finding the group
use the formula
speed in the x direction. To do this simply, we
Gk
c9X Go (3.103)
which gives
U 2 k2
Cgx = U(1 N2 ) (3.104)
Note that by the assumption of evanescent waves we have at least Uk > N. Note
however that if
(3.105)
then the leftward group speed is greater than U; shifting back to the stationary
frame, this case gives a group speed moving to the left, against the mean flow. This
shows that for fast enough winds, some energy will be propagated against the flow
through evanescent waves, which is not the case with traditionally upward propagated
mountain waves.
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Chapter 4
Mining Plumes
4.1 Introduction
The following chapter takes a different turn and from the previous and investigates
return plumes created in the context of deep sea mining operations. There is a resur-
gence of interest in the potential of seabed mining operations to exploit the vast
deposits of mineral wealth that lie in the deep ocean, the three most commonly pro-
posed exploitable resources being seafloor massive sulfides, ferromagnetic crusts and
polymetallic (manganese) nodules [6, 351. Though the proposed mining methods vary
substantially in several aspects, there are also some commonalities. A seafloor based
mining apparatus collects mineral ores and some amount of unwanted sediment, the
mixture being transported via a riser to a tethered surface vessel for initial processing
before being shipped to land-based processing facilities. In order to avoid extensive
shipping of sediment by-products, particularly for nodule mining operations, it is to
be considered whether commercially undesirable sediment and any other by-products
of the surface treatment process can thereafter be released into the water column via
a return pipe as a dewatering plume, with the ultimate goals being either deposition
at the ocean bottom and/or environmentally acceptable levels of dilution within the
water column [11.
The potential escalation of deep-sea mining operations raises a natural concern
that a proliferation of dewatering plumes could generate unacceptable levels of envi-
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ronmental pollution; several studies have already been performed to determine pos-
sible environmental impacts. Thiel et al. 2001a [72] reviews the environmental im-
plications of sediment disturbed by the mining vehicle. While primarily focusing on
the effects of seafloor plumes created at the miner, the work also briefly considers
sediments released in the upper ocean from wastewater return pipes, noting that the
effect of discharge depth has not been sufficiently studied. The work also notes that
the release depth of dewatering plumes can effect vertical migration of phytoplanton
and nekton, along with leaving sediments suspended in the upper ocean on the order
of years. Rolinski et al. 2001 [62] used a large scale ocean transport model combined
with a Lagrangian transport model to predict the transport and sedimentation of
mining tailing released at 500m depth in the Peru Basin. The DISCOL Experiment
(Disturbance and recolonization experiment) [73] was established to understand how
large scale disturbance of sediment at the sea floor would effect future biological de-
velopment in the area. Regarding sediment at the seafloor that is directly excited by
the mining activities, it has been shown that suspended seafloor particles can take on
the order of decades to resettle into an equivalent, previously undisturbed distribution
[3]. These long-lived suspensions are susceptible to mesoscale transport processes in
the ocean, which could result in their final settling at large distances from primary
mining operations [36, 621. The results of these model studies depend greatly on the
initial distribution of suspended sediments and nodule fines (small abraded pieces of
nodules) at the mining site, with extremely large variations in settling times based
on particle sizes.
While the most desirable option is likely a mining process that returns all sediment
raised up from the seabed back down to the seabed again [14], thereby circumventing
the need for a dewatering plume, practicalities such as cost and safety mean that
many approaches have considered a return pipe that extends to some intermediate
depth in the water column [55], with a generally accepted requirement that this be
at least below the euphotic zone to ensure that suspended sediment does not impede
photosynthetic activity. For such plumes, the initial diameter, release depth, water
temperature, sediment concentration, the nature of the background stratification, and
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the ambient velocity structure all influence the characteristics of the resulting plume
and the fate of the sediment within.
Though in principle the multiphase nature of the suspension could influence the
plume dynamics, as will be demonstrated later a highly reasonable first approxima-
tion is that until the very final stages of its downward evolution (at which point the
turbulent velocities become small enough that sedimentation, coagulation and floccu-
lation are significant processes) the dewatering plume can be viewed as a downward
release of negatively buoyant fluid with initial momentum in a stably-stratified back-
ground environment [19]. As such, the relevant plume theory can trace its origins to
a classic turbulent plume model [52] in which a system of three equations is derived
based on the principles of conservation of volume, momentum and buoyancy, further-
more assuming self-similarity and an entrainment coefficient. These equations can be
modified with a cross flow term and supplemented with two positional equations to
allow for tracking a plume released in an ambient velocity field 118, 801.
Initially, model plumes considered were simply point sources of buoyancy flux
in space, but subsequent developments considered plumes that also initially have
a momentum flux [501. It was shown that the initial nature of the plume can be
characterized by a dimensionless ratio of the buoyancy and momentum flux, which
allows efficient calculation of the plume height based on any initial conditions for
either a zero or uniform stratification [51]. This ratio is referred to as the plume
Richardson number [331,
Ri = g'b (4.1)
where U is a characteristic vertical velocity in the plume, b is a characteristic radius,
and g' = g(Ap)/pa is the reduced gravity; here g is gravity, /p is the density difference
of the plume compared to the surrounding ambient, and pa is the ambient fluid density.
For Ri < 1, momentum dominates and this is called the "forced" plume regime,
whereas Ri >> 1 implies either very large buoyancy or plume radius for the given
velocity and this is termed a "lazy" plume [321. In both cases, the local Richardson
number along the length of a plume tends to approach an order one constant (based
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on problem scaling), causing both forced and lazy plumes to converge to the same
attracting solution at long distances from the source. However, the local dynamics
near the source can be very different for Ri < 1 or Ri > 1. In particular, for a lazy
plume it has been shown that the entrainment parameter can no longer be considered
a constant, and instead its value changes near the plume's source based on the specific
value of the Richardson number [33, 471.
For a uniform incompressible ambient, the initial Richardson number of the plume
completely determines the dynamics of the problem. In many relevant problems in
environmental dynamics, however, the background density stratification is nonuni-
form, and the interplay between the specific form of the stratification and the initial
conditions creates more involved dynamics [38, 821. Traditionally, a plume results
from the initial buoyancy and momentum flux being the same sign, while the case of
opposite signs is called a fountain 177]. The different phases in the lifetime of such
a plume are as follows. For any finite source plume there exists an initial zone of
flow establishment (ZFE) during which the flow is not self-similar, and the reduced
ordinary differential equation model does not apply [50]. This initial regime must be
dealt with using different methods [31], after which a self similar profile is formed
with the newly calculated initial data.
A plume with initially downward (upward) momentum flux falling (rising) in a
uniform stratification will entrain ambient fluid until it reaches a level of neutral
buoyancy, after which its remaining momentum carries it a finite distance farther
as the buoyancy flux now becomes positive (negative); the momentum eventually
reaches zero and the plume rebounds because of the now positive (negative) buoyancy.
Thereafter, this is followed by an intrusion of the plume fluid outward at the neutral
buoyancy level [48]. The process of rebound followed by horizontal intrusion is termed
"trapping", since the material in the plume becomes trapped at a particular depth
in the water column; this is as opposed to a free plume, which continues to extend
indefinitely until it reaches a solid boundary. In the case of a fountain, the opposing
sign of the initial buoyancy flux compared to the momentum flux will cause rebound
to occur earlier than if the two had the same sign. Complications to this basic picture
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can arise when enough suspended sediment is present to act as a separate phase; In
such a situation it is possible for the plume phases to split, with the trapping levels
modified due to the sudden loss or gain in buoyancy [671
If the stratification is non-constant, a plume may or may not be trapped at a
finite depth, depending on the local density gradient. It has been shown that when
the stratification is given by a power law, the critical exponent that separates trapped
as opposed to free plumes is -8/3 [11], with plumes in slower-decaying stratifications
becoming trapped at a finite depth. Even for the same net change in background
density over a given vertical extent, the local form of the density gradient can deter-
mine whether or not a plume passes through that region or becomes trapped within
it and ultimately forms an intrusion in the water column [101. Typically, ocean strat-
ifications show clear and pronounced non-linearity (e.g. a thermocline), which must
be taken into account for the realistic modeling of a dewatering plume. Further com-
plications in modeling also arise due to the compressibility of ocean water at great
depths and the multi-phase nature of the suspended particles in the plume [91, al-
though we determine that the latter will only become a factor at the very deepest
extent of a dewatering plume.
Here, for application to deepsea mining activities, we consider the general case
of compressible plumes in non-uniform stratification with background vertical shear,
focusing on the region of parameter space that is expected to be relevant to com-
mercial dewatering plume operations for nodule mining. We begin, in section 2, by
presenting an overview of the equations for a compressible plume in a background
stratification, introducing a dedicated parameter to identify the significance of com-
pressibility. Since dimensional analysis methods used for uniform stratification are
not so insightful for non-constant frequency, for our results in section 3 we turn to
numerical techniques to examine dewatering plume characteristics as a function of the
background stratification and plume initial conditions based on reasonable parameter
values drawn from the literature; here we highlight the effects of compressibility on
the plume dimensions. Finally, we discuss the implications of our results and present
our conclusions in section 4.
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Figure 4-1: A schematic illustrating the axisymmetric plume model. The plume
begins at z = 0 with initial radius, bo, potential density, po, and flow rate, Qo. A
background ambient cross flow Ua(z) is also present. As the plume evolves downwards
in the nonlinear background stratification pNa (see Fig. 4-2 for plot) the buoyancy
flux reaches zero (i.e. Po = Pa). The momentum of the plume causes it to continue
downward until its momentum flux is zero (i.e. u = 0) at which point the plume will
rebound (not illustrated).
4.2 Plume model
4.2.1 Axisymmetric model equations
Our axisymmetric model is based on that of Morton et al. [52] with a modification
for an ambient crossflow [18]. An illustration of the plume geometry is presented
in Fig. (4-1). The integral model formulation has been used and validated in past
research [22, 46, 58]; a more modern derivation of these equations can be found in [80].
The plume has a characteristic radius b(z), vertical mean turbulent velocity u(r, z),
and mean density p(r, z), with z and r being the vertical and radial coordinates,
respectively (z is chosen to be downward positive); gravity g is present. We will
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also need to consider the potential density, po(r, z), obtained from p by adiabatically
moving a parcel of a given density to the surface. The background stratification
profile is pa(z), which has a corresponding potential density, poa(z), and buoyancy
frequency,
N2  _g dpoa. (4.2)
po dz
The initial plume density at z = 0, po, is used as the reference density, the initial
plume radius (i.e. the pipe radius) is bo, and the initial volume flux is Qo. The plume
spreads as it increases in depth, the volume entrainment by the turbulent plume being
encapsulated by the entrainment parameter, f, which in simple models is assumed
to be constant but in general can be considered as a function of the plume's local
volume, momentum, and buoyancy flux [47].
Using the turbulent, Boussinesq plume approximation and assuming a linear equa-
tion of state, the equations for conservation of volume, momentum, and mass defi-
ciency (written in terms of potential density) for an axisymmetric plume reduce to
the following system of ODE's in the absence of a crossflow [76]:
Q - 2fM1 / 2, (4.3)
dz
dM 
_ QF
dz M'
dF2
dF -QN 2 . (4.5)dz
These equations are in terms of the volume flux Q = irUb2 , where U(z) is the cen-
terline velocity, momentum flux M = rU2 b2 , and buoyancy flux F = rUb2g ApO, and
PO
employ the Boussinesq approximation Apo = Ap. Depending on the vertical form of
N 2 , the above equations can then either be solved analytically or numerically for a
given set of initial conditions.
These general plume equations can be modified to take into account refinements
to the basic model. A variable A is introduced to represent the ratio of the radii of
the self similar density anomaly and velocity profiles [801. The equations for volume,
momentum, and buoyancy flux variables can also be modified to account for Gaus-
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sian as opposed to tophat profiles. These modifications can then be subsumed in a
simple non-dimensionalization that allows for better understanding of the underlying
physics. Taking Fo as the initial buoyancy flux and introducing N(z) = Non(z),
where max(n(z)) = 1, one can introduce the following non-dimensional variables:
= (Fl/4N-3/4) i,
Q = (4f2F3/4N 5/4) q,
M = (4f2 FON 1 ) in-,
F =(4Af2 F) f.
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
Using these variables (and the results of [241 to reasonably assume A = 1) the system
of differential equations can be written as:
d
din
df
df
di
- 1/2
m
lF
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)
When the stratification is constant
uniform stratification [52]. Finally,
and buoyancy as follows:
(i.e. n(z) = 1), these reduce to the equations for a
one can define a non-dimensional radius, velocity,
U = 
-,
q
- f
q
(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)
Solving equations (4.10)-(4.12) poses no issue numerically as the solution (
h(i), f(i) is finite given finite initial conditions. The same cannot be said of the
radius, velocity, and buoyancy solutions b(i), i(z) and 4( ) defined from equations
(4.13)-(4.15). In particular, the plume radius b(i) tends to infinity at finite i. In
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reality, a continuous plume will first first overshoot its level of neutral buoyancy
before rebounding and then spreading out at the neutral buoyancy level. The total
intrusion depth and the plume's width at this depth before it rebounds, however, may
play a role in decision making (e.g. it is likely undesirable for a plume to reach the
seabed with substantial momentum). We can report the plume's total depth as the
maximum Y value, but the decrease of vertical velocity to zero at this depth poses
issues for our single phase model, along with more general issues regarding near-zero
denominators, and so we report "end" plume parameters for 90% of the plume length.
While the level of neutral buoyancy is generally more important for trapping in single
phase plumes, the low velocities at the plume's maximum extent may allow for phase
separation via mass ejection of sediment and nodule fines. Thus the total penetration
of the plume may prove more relevant for environmental concerns.
A final modification must be performed to allow for ambient crossflows, as is done
in Devenish et al. [18]. Standard plume models assume that the deformation of the
plume cross section is small enough that the asymmetric assumption still holds. This
requires that the shear flow does not vary much on the length scale of an average
plume radius. The three dimensional conservation equations (4.3)-(4.5) are rewritten
to be in terms of length along the plume, s, instead of the depth z, as the depth
of the plume locally now becomes a dependent variable. The plume's local radius
is then defined relative to the center line. A new variable for the plume center line
velocity fi(s) is introduced, and the vertical momentum flux can then be written as
M = b2 ut. The volume and buoyancy flux are also modified, as V = 7rb2 it and
F A2 /(1 + A 2 )itb 2 gAp/po respectively. After also taking into account the density
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and velocity profile ratio A, a system of five differential equations can then be written:
dQ 2-ybfitl, (4.16)
ds
dM 2(1 + A2), (4.17)
ds u
dF u2N2d = -ub 2 N 2 , (4.18)
ds
dz U
-- U -(4.19)
ds fL
dx Ua (4.20)
ds u
(4.21)
These equations are then completed by the Pythagorean theorem to relate the total
velocity to the horizontal and vertical, fL2 = U2 + U 2 , which assumes that the plume
is advected by the horizontal velocity. The modified entrainment coefficient -y can be
give as a weighted n-norm of the horizontal and vertical entrainments, with f and g
as the horizontal and vertical entrainment coefficients respectively:
S fU + gUa (4.22)
The horizontal advection assumption can be considered valid away from the initial
flow establishment region of the plume, where the ambient velocity dominates any
other turbulent horizontal velocities. Note that in the limit as Ua -> 0 the equations
reduce to the simple three-ODE system in equations (4.3-4.5).
4.2.2 Zone of flow establishment
The initial cross-sectional velocity and density profiles when the plume leaves the
discharge pipe are well approximated by tophat functions. An initial region exists,
called the "zone of flow establishment", where self-similarity has not yet developed
and the velocity profile undergoes large changes. After between 4-to-8 pipe diameters
the profile becomes approximately Gaussian and thereafter is self-similar, in what is
called the "zone of established flow" [80]. To account for the zone of flow establishment
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in the model, we use the results of Henderson-Sellers [311. The initial tophat radius
bi, velocity ui, and buoyancy gi, when considered in the context of the initial Froude
number FD= uj/Vgl, give the length of the zone of flow establishment as fz(FD),
where
8bi FD<8
fz(FD) = (6.54 - 0.52FD) bi 8 < F 2 128 (4.23)
12.4bi F2 > 128.
Since this distance in never more than 14 times the initial pipe radius, crossflows are
ignored over this small region to simplify the calculations. The new effective starting
position of the plume, based on the physical depth of the pipe exit zi, is therefore
simply
ze = Zi + fz(FD). (4.24)
The standard plume equations can then be started at this effective depth, assuming
a gaussian cross section, with effective radius, velocity, and buoyancy bg, Ug, g_ given
by
b9 =v2b (4.25)
U = uif,(FD) (4.26)
1 = A2 (4.27)
g 2A2fU(FD)i
where
1.66 F2 <8
f.(FD) 1.99 - 0.24 ln(FD/2) 8 < FD < 128 (4.28)
1.00 F2 > 128.
4.2.3 Compressibility and Thermodynamic considerations
For the most part, the original study of Morton et al. [52] studied incompressible
scenarios where the variations in density and temperature were small enough to allow
for a linearized equation of state. The generalized equations in the previous section
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follow their suggestion that compressibility can be accounted for by replacing den-
sity with potential density; this is studied in more detail in [76]. In anticipation
of compressibility effects being significant for dewatering plumes, we note that the
Boussinesq adiabatic thermodynamic equation for a compressible fluid takes the form
(momentarily ignoring salinity effects):
Dp(r, z, t) 1 Dp(z, r, t)
Dt c2  Dt '
where c is the speed of sound in water; this is due to the fact that the isentropic
compressibility is, for a volume V,
_1L9V _1
9 S 2 (4.30)
In general, the pressure term will be a sum of the hydrostatic and dynamic pres-
sures, p(z, r, t) = po(z) +p'(z, r, t), where po is hydrostatic and p' is dynamic. We can
estimate the dynamic pressure term based on values characteristic of a dewatering
plume, listed later in Table 1. To ensure that our assumptions are valid, we estimate
the rms velocity for both the pipe exit and the plume. For a characteristic turbulent
velocity U = 2.85m/s in the pipe, the rms velocity of the turbulent fluctuations u' are
determined from the following relation for the turbulent intensity for pipe flow [63]:
I = = 0.16Re- 1 8  (4.31)
Using the values listed in Table 1, we find
U' = 0.027m/s, (4.32)
and so we need only consider the mean velocity when calculating dynamic pressure.
Thus,
2
P -po2 = 0.042 Bar. (4.33)2
For the plume itself, there are multiple empirical results available [58, 66], and between
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them we are safe in assuming a maximal turbulence intensity of 32%. With the
characteristic plume velocity of R = 2.85m/s, this gives an rms velocity of
U' = 0.91m/s, (4.34)
and from this we estimate dynamic pressures on the scale
1 
-2
p ~ -pOU = 0.072 Bar. (4.35)2
In both cases, the dynamic pressures correspond to about 0.7 meters in vertical hy-
drostatic variations, which on the tens to hundreds of meters scale of the plume shows
that they can generally be ignored.
Considering only the hydrostatic pressure distribution, which in the Boussinesq
approximation is po(z) = -p 0 gz + P(0), and assuming variations in c are also small,
the energy conservation equation (4.29) can be rewritten:
Dpo =0 (4.36)
Dt
where po = (p(r, z) + 9Pz) is the potential density, which is conserved following the
flow. This conservation law can then be used to derive equation (4.18), the integral
form of the plume equation, following the steps used in Morton et al..
Translating the differential conservation law in equation (4.36) to an integral equa-
tion and then an ODE becomes complicated by the presence of fluid entrainment,
which adds boundary source terms of mass, heat, and salinity. To handle these in
a general manner requires using the equation of state to determine the new density
of a parcel after new mass, heat, and salinity have been entrained. If the equation
of state is amenable to linearization in the parameter regime between the plume and
ambient temperature and salinity, however, it is possible to reduce the equations such
that separate temperature and salinity accounting are not required, with a minimal
loss of accuracy. To do so, consider a linear equation of state for the potential density
with respect to the potential temperature 0 and salinity S, with coefficients go and
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gs, written as
po(6, S) ~ po + go(6 - 0) + gs(S - So). (4.37)
Given a linear equation of state, mixing of two fluid parcels with volumes V and V2
and potential densities poi(01, S1 ) and p02( 6 2, S 2 ) results in a new parcel with density
(Poi V1 + P02 V2 ) / (V + V2 ). The linear mixing of densities means that the temperature
and salinity can be ignored, simplifying the problem and requiring only external
knowledge of an ambient potential density that is being entrained into the plume.
To ensure that the linear approximation to the equation of state is valid, it is worth
investigating the regime in which plume will operate in, which will be done in section
(4.2.5)
Applying the equation for potential density to the measured ambient potential
density pao, one obtains:
Dpea 
_ 0P. + P09 (4.38)09Z az C2
The ratio of the two terms on the right, characterized by the dimensionless number
c2dp
S= dPa (4.39)
pog dz
determines the importance of compressibility effects. E < 1 implies a negative poten-
tial density gradient, which is unstable and would not be observed. E = 1 corresponds
to a neutrally stable profile for which the potential density gradient is zero, and the
change in ambient density is due to compressibility alone. If E modestly exceeds
unity then compressibility plays an important role in the dynamics, while if E >> 1
then compressibility effects are negligible.
A final point of note is that length scale only enters the problem through the
ambient density derivative, so the importance of compressibility does not vary with
the problem length scale. As an example of expected values of e, Fig. 4-2(c) shows
two curves for 8, one for a single ARGO profile and another for a 10 year summer
average. In the shallow pycnocline layer, where there is a large temperature gradient,
we see 8 values on the order of 5-10, meaning the density change is 80-90% due
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Figure 4-2: The potential density and its derivative along with ambient velocity for
a specific and averaged ocean stratification. Fig. 4-2(a) shows the potential density
for a single measured profile and an averaged profile, while Fig. 4-2(b) shows their
derivatives. Fig. 4-2(c) shows the non-dimensionalized compressibility number e for
both profiles. The averaged profile is a 10 year average of July stratifications from
the Roemmich-Gilson Argo Climatology. The single profile is an ARGO profile taken
in the summer of 2016. All data are from 144 10 W, 15 t 1' N in the CCFZ. (d)
Total absolute velocity profiles from ADCP data taken in the CCFZ. The averaged
data averages 17 measured ADCP profiles. All data are from 132 1 W, 11 1 N
in the CCFZ.
to temperature. Below the pycnocline, however, 8 is near but still greater than
unity, meaning that density changes below about 600m are due almost completely
due to compressibility, and the stratification is still stable (though weakly so) to
perturbations.
4.2.4 Plume parameters and initial conditions
Dewatering plumes released into the ocean water column will experience a non-
uniform stratification as they evolve downwards. We perform our case studies using
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a set of ARGO stratifications obtained from the Clarion-Clipperton Fracture Zone
(CCFZ), the region southeast of the Hawaiian islands that is being actively considered
for deep-sea nodule mining operations. We consider an average stratification taken
from the Roemmich-Gilson ARGO Climatology 1171 using a July average over the
last 10 years, along with the stratification measured by a single ARGO profile in the
Summer of 2016. Both of these were measured at 144 10 W , 15 10 S, near the
center of the CCFZ. The reason for considering these two different types of profiles is
to investigate the impact that small-scale features, which will be smoothed out in a
time averaged profile, have on plume evolution. The stratification data is presented
in Figs. 4-2(a) and (b), comprising a rapid increase in potential density with depth
near the surface (the pycnocline) followed by a far slower increase of potential density
with depth in the deeper water column. For the vertical gradient of potential den-
sity, the single measured profile has significantly greater variation in gradient than
the averaged profile, as would be expected. Fig. 4-2(c) presents the value of E as
a function of depth, illustrating that in the upper few hundred meters of the water
column, where E attains a value as high as 12, compressibility effects are negligible,
but at depths of 500m or below the value of e ~ 1, meaning compressibility effects
will be significant.
In addition to the ambient density stratification, the ambient velocity profile also
plays a role in the plume dynamics. Fig. 4-2(d) shows both single and averaged total
absolute velocity profiles taken in the CCFZ. In the upper ocean the velocities are
much higher, which can have a large effect on the plume. At lower ocean depths
the velocities are found to be on the order of 0.02-0.05 m/s when averaged. Given
that the available ADCP data only extend to a depth of about 800m, the averaged
velocities of the lower portion of the profile can be used to give a reasonable estimate
of the expected flows for deep releases.
For our case study, we consider the nature of dewatering plumes that could be
generated by nodule mining operations 1551. The main waste products in such an
operation will be sediment that has agglomerated on nodules, and fines from the
nodules themselves. Parameter estimates for the resulting dewatering plumes are
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Table 4.1: Parameters used in the model and typical values [55, 62, 3, 60, 35, 1, 57,
37, 80, 18, 471.
Parameter Variable Value
Process water flow rate
Sediment discharge rate
Fines discharge rate
Particle concentration in discharge
Pipe diameter
Discharge depth
Mean discharge velocity
Initial plume water potential density
Reference density
Sediment density
Fine density
Seafloor Salinity
Sediment average particle diameter
Sediment settling velocity
Plume entrainment coefficient
Jet entrainment coefficient
Horizontal entrainment coefficient
Plume Froude number
Density-Velocity profile ratio
Background Flow
Q7 1
rn
mhf
(QA + QSK)/Qw
zi
ui = Q./(rby)
pi
Po
Ps
Si
ds
us
fp
fi
g
Frp
A
Ua
0.56 m 3 /s
3.1 kg/s
1.54 kg/s
8.29 kg/M 3
0.25 m
1000 m
2.85 m/s
1029.5 kg/rn 3
1024 kg/rn 3
2680 kg/M 3
3334 kg/rn 3
34.9 PSU
0.63 mm/s
0.0025 m/s
0.088
0.057
0.5
4.5
1.19
0.1 m/s
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0.56 m3/s for the waste water discharge, with 3.1 kg/s of sediment and 1.5 kg/s of
fines created by abrasion of nodules. The postulated initial diameter of the plume,
set by the pipe diameter, is 0.5m. For a full list of parameters and their values, see
Table 1; these are our baseline parameter values that we will use unless explicitly
stated otherwise.
Based on the buoyant nature of the plume and the theoretical and experimental
references [80, 471, a variable entrainment coefficient of the form
f ( ?-M-M Fr) 2  (4.40)
is chosen to account for the transition from jet to plume in the discharge. Here f,
and f, are the entrainment coefficient of a jet and plume respectively, Fr, the Froude
number of a pure plume, and Fr = u/WFb the local Froude number. Values for the
first three constants are noted in Table 1. The flow rate variables and initial plume
geometry are taken from Oebius [55], while the mean sediment radius is taken from
[3]. An average background flow of 0.1 m/s is assumed to due both ship movement
and background current (this is taken as a likely lower bound). To find the density
of nodule fines we use [57], while the density of the sediments is taken from [37]. We
assume Stokes drag to calculate the settling velocity of the sediment. We also assume
the dewatering plume has the same salinity as deep ocean water, taken here as the
salinity at 1900m measured in the ARGO soundings and climatology.
To calculate the initial density of the plume we have to account for the various
suspended particles and consider the plume a multiphase fluid of density
pA = E , (4.41)
where rmn are mass flow rates and Q, are volume flowrates of each phase. Noting
that for each component pn = 1n,/Q , we can recast the right side of the equation
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(4.41) above using known quantities, writing
Pi-- rns + rnf + PWW(.2pi = .(4.42)
ms/Ps + rf lpf + QW'
where ps, pf and pw are the sediment, fine, and water density respectively, r4, and
rnf are sediment and fine mass flow rates, and Qw is the water volume flow rate.
Utilizing the density of the water calculated using the equation of state in Gibbs
Seawater Oceanographic Toolbox [741, one can determine the net starting density of
the plume and therefore the initial buoyancy flux.
It is important to recognize that the Reynolds number in the return pipe, calcu-
lated with the data listed in Table 1, is
Re = d ~ 1.6 x 106. (4.43)
Given that the return pipe will be many times longer than it is wide, the exit flow
will be well-developed turbulent pipe flow, and the resulting plume will also be highly
turbulent. The discharge velocity is very high (ui ~ 2.85 m/s), much higher that
the mm/s settling speeds of the particles, or even cm/s settling speeds of coagulated
particles, and so we can expect the majority of particles to stay in suspension until
the plume is close to coming to rest. Some particles may precipitate out of the plume
at its side boundaries with the ambient, where the flow is relatively slow, but particle
concentrations will be low here due to turbulent entrainment and so we expect this
to be a second order effect that the current model doesn't address. The slip velocity
of the sediment particles is low enough to ignore the multiphase nature of the flow
178].
4.2.5 Practical pipe flow considerations
Throughout the processing the discharge water has several potential origins, and
changes of characteristic. It may be drawn up from the ocean floor with the nodules or
from near the ocean surface to facilitate the on-board processing, and most likely some
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combination of both. And throughout the riser transport and on-board processing the
water temperature may change appreciably due to the origin of the water, transport
through a vertically varying background environment, and heating or cooling during
the surface ship processing. All of such practical considerations must be taken into
account when determining the initial potential density (and thus buoyancy) of the
discharge plume.
In our calculations, we use the basic methods of [341 to estimate the change in
temperature of water in the discharge pipe as it is pumped from the surface processing
vessel to the release depth. Assuming an averaged fluid temperature T(z) for a cross
section of the pipe, the equation governing temperature evolution within the pipe is:
dT _2irb
= h (Ta - T), (4.44)
dz p,Q,cp
where cp is the specific heat of the water, Ta(z) the ambient water temperature,
and h a heat transfer coefficient defined below. Note this equation only takes into
account the thermal properties of the water and not the suspended particulate, as the
temperature error due to the suspended mass is of the same order as the other errors
inherent in the Boussinesq approximation. For the sake of simplification, we assume
that the thermal mass of the pipe is negligible and that its temperature is identical
to the surrounding ambient ocean. The parameter h is given by:
Nu kmh = (4.45)
2b'
where k, is the thermal conductivity of water and the Nusselt number [341 is modeled
by:
Nu (fp/8)(Re - 1000)Pr
1 + 12.7(fp/8)1/ 2(Pr2/ 3 _ 1)(
where Pr = pcp/k, is the Prandtl number and f, is the friction factor that is deter-
mined from a moody diagram for a smooth tube with a turbulent flow to be
fp = 0.184Re- 1 5. (4.47)
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Figure 4-3: Schematic of the solution process for the plume calculation. Initial data
is is fed through heat transfer, equation of state, and flow establishment calculations
before being used in the plume equation.s
From the above, we can define a decay length scale p for the temperature deviation:
p Q= c 200m. (4.48)
27rhb
It is thus evident that the outlet temperature will likely not be close to either the inflow
temperature T or the ambient temperature at release, at least in the upper ocean
where significant background temperature changes occur over lengthscales of 200m.
This requires full solution of equation (4.44) to find the correct outflow temperature,
and thus outflow potential density.
A schematic of how heat transfer enters into the solution process is presented in
Fig. 4-3. The initial data includes the ambient temperature and salinity profiles,
taken from individual ARGO profiles or the averaged climatology, along with flow
data and and other engineering parameters. Unless otherwise noted, for this work we
use the surface temperature as T, along with the salinity at the deepest measured
point on the profile for Si. The heat transfer differential equation (4.44) is used to
determine how the temperature of this water changes as it travels down from the
surface to the release depth. The final temperature of this calculation is considered
to be the initial temperature of the dewatering plume. Along with the initial salinity,
which we assume does not change in the travel from the surface to release depth,
we use the Gibbs Seawater Toolbox to calculate the plume initial density. This,
along with the initial flow rate, plume radius, and other physical parameters allows
calculations of the initial momentum and buoyancy flux. This is then enough data
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Figure 4-4: a) Initial temperature anomaly of plume versus the ambient, varied across
release depth b) Density anomaly of plume compared to ambient as a function of
release depth. All results are for the single realistic stratification used in Fig. 4-2.
to calculate the extent and effects of the zone of flow establishment on the initial
parameters using equations (4.23)-(4.28). Finally, the modified initial data for the
zone of established flow lets us solve for the plume profile using equations (4.16)-
(4.21).
To elucidate the importance of accounting for the temperature change of water
as it travels from the ocean surface to a release depth, Fig. 4-4 presents results
showing the release temperature and density as a function of release depth for the
parameters listed in Table 1. In addition to presenting results for water starting with
surface properties, we furthermore include results for water originating from the base
of the profile, being brought up to the surface and then released at the designated
release depth, and results for water that leaves the surface vessel 5YC above the
surface temperature, to represent possible heat added during surface processing. The
potential density difference at release due to the aforementioned temperature effects
for the given bankground profile is on the order of 2 kg/m3 in the upper 500m, which
can have a large effect on the initial buoyancy flux. At release depths below 500m
thermal effects are no longer significant, however, and the potential density difference
is solely due to salinity. Note that below 500m the temperature anomaly is at most
50 C, which is well within a reasonably linear regime for the equation of state.
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Figure 4-5: Non-dimensional solution for a plume with a uniform stratification. (a)
Non-dimensional flowrate q, momentum flux m, and buoyancy flux f. (b) Solutions
converted to non-dimensional radius b, velocity ii, and buoyancy g
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Given that the average plume with parameters from Table (1) has roughly 8 kg/m3 of
anomalous density due to suspended sediment and fines, the error due to linearization
can be safely ignored, and simple conservation of potential density will account for
the compressible thermodynamics of a waste water plume. This is especially true
below 500m, where the temperature anomaly is less that 5' C. Plume effects due to
nonlinear mixing caused by temperature differences can be safely ignored [70].
4.3 Results
4.3.1 uniform stratification results
We first consider a plume release in a uniform stratification, zero ambient velocity, and
with zero initial momentum or volume flux, reproducing the classic non-dimensional
solution for a point plume in a stratified ambient from [52]. For this we use equations
(4.10)-(4.12) as our system of ODEs to solve, with zero initial volume and momentum
flux conditions, i.e. q(0) = Fn(0) = 0. From our nonlinearization, we set the initial
dimensionless buoyancy flux to be unity, f(0) = 1, and the corresponding results
are presented in Fig. 4-5(a). We then use equations (4.13)-(4.15) to convert these
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results into non-dimensional radius b, velocity ii, and buoyancy g, and plot the cor-
responding results in Fig. 4-5(b). The latter two variables rapidly decrease over an
initial distance, and then slow their decrease in what we can consider the established
region of the plume, with the velocity going to zero and the buoyancy changing sign,
indicating an upward rebound will occur when the momentum flux reaches zero. The
radius on the other hand increases at roughly the same rate for most of the plume's
length, except near its end at which point it rapidly increases to become infinite as
the plume terminates. These values match what is expected for a plume in a uniform
stratification, confirming our implementation.
In solving equations (4.10)-(4.12) for a (non-dimensional) plume in a stratified
ambient, as in 1521 we assume the plume to be a buoyancy point source with zero
initial flowrate i and radius 6i. We varied the values of these latter two parame-
ters and studied their influence on the non-dimensional length of the plume , with
the results being presented in Fig. 4-6(a). A notable feature of the results is the
non-monotonic behavior of the plume length as a function of flow rate, as previously
reported by [24], this being particularly noticeable for small initial radii. The rea-
soning for the non-monotonic behavior is as follows. For low flowrates a plume is
buoyancy dominated while at high flowrate it is momentum dominated (this regime
is called a "jet"). Increasing the flowrate for a buoyancy dominated plume acts to
increase mixing, entraining more ambient fluid near the plume source and decreas-
ing the density anomaly, which inhibits downward transport. On the other hand, a
momentum dominated plume increases in length with increasing flowrate due to the
extra momentum provided. When these two effects are balanced the plume attains its
minimum length. For larger radii, the turn-around point happens at a larger flowrates
due to the increased dominance of buoyancy compared to momentum. In Fig. 4-6(b)
we present the corresponding dimensional results (using the information in Table 1
for all non-varying parameters, with zero ambient velocity) to show how this effect is
even more evident when presented in dimensional form; this is due to the dependence
of the dimensional depth z on F as given in equation (4.6). As Fo increases with
Qi, all other things equal, this results in a pronounced increase of L with Qj in the
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Figure 4-6: Plots of plume vertical extent compared to initial flow rate and radius
for a uniform stratification. (a) Dimensionless flowrate j and radius b% for a non-
dimensionalized plume with uniform stratification. (b) Plume with the parameters
as in Table 1, with varying the dimensional flow rate Qj and radius bi.
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Figure 4-7: Dimensional solution for a plume with parameters given in Table 1.
We show, as a function of distance from plume start, a) plume radius b, b) plume
characteristic turbulent velocity u, and c) plume potential density anomaly Apo
dimensional Fig.4-6(b) compared to the non-dimensional case.
4.3.2 Non-uniform stratification results
For our non-uniform stratification studies, we consider a dewatering plume released
into the ambient stratifications presented in Fig. 4-2(a), along with a constant am-
bient crossflow of 0.1 m/s. First, we use the parameter values listed in Table 1 and
the solution procedure outlined in Fig. 4-5; the results are presented in Fig. 4-7.
For these standard values, the compressible plume has a vertical extent of about 190
meters, a final width of about 35 meters. The presence of a background ambient
flow prevents a runaway growth in plume radius (compared to the non-dimensional
zero ambient velocity case), while the mean turbulent velocity and potential density
anomaly both initially rapidly decrease and thereafter evolve at a much slower rate for
the majority of the remaining extent of the plume. The vertical velocity decelerates
to zero at the base of the plume, while the final density anomaly is approximately
-0.027 kg/m 3, which corresponds to a dilution factor of about 300; the level of neutral
buoyancy of the final density of the plume is about 150 meters below release. We note
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Figure 4-8: Plume extent as a function of various parameters, both for 10 cm/s and 1
mm/s ambient flow velocities. Here a) shows the how the vertical extent L varies as
a function of the initial buoyancy flux F0 , while b) shows that variance of the vertical
extent with initial volume flux Qo, with its characteristic nonmonotonic behaviour
for low flow rates.
that the qualitative shape of the plume shows a much more gradual increase in radius
compared to Fig. 4-5b), largely due to the presence of an ambient velocity profile. On
the other hand, the velocity and density anomaly curves are qualitatively very similar
to the non-dimensional case, even though the potential density gradient varies by as
much as 30% over the length of the plume (0.6 to 0.4 kg/rm). For the majority of
the plume's length, the magnitude of the vertical (turbulent) velocity shown in Fig.
4-7b) is orders of magnitude larger than the expected sediment settling velocity for
either individual or coalesced particles [31; thus we can be confident in our modeling
assumption that the particulate acts as a passive tracer up until the end of the plume.
The reference values in Table 1 can be varied independently to better understand
their effect on the plume evolution. We start by investigating the influence of the
initial downward buoyancy flux, F, and flow rate, Qo, and plot the resulting vertical
extent L in Fig. 4-8a) and 4-8b), respectively, for both a 10 cm/s and 1 mm/s ambient
velocity. As expected, the increase in initial buoyancy causes a monotonic increase
in the vertical extent in Fig. 4-8(a). In varying the flow rate (Fig. 4-8(b)), we see
the same non-monotonic behavior that is present in the uniform stratification case in
Fig. 4-6. Note how the 1 mm/s ambient produces a clearly non-monotonic plume
length vs. flow rate, while for the 10 cm/s ambient case the plume length is always
increasing. This noticeable shift can be explained by the dependence of heat transport
in the pipe on the ambient crossflow rate, combined with increased entrainment after
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plume ejection. At low ambient flow rates, the convective heat transfer away from
the pipe due to the ambient velocity is minimal. This means that the plume length
vs. flowrate for a given pipe diameter acts the same way as Fig. 4-6, with a local
minimum in length vs. flowrate. On the other hand, a strong crossflow causes large
convective cooling of the pipe, bringing the exit temperature of the pipe close to the
ambient. This decreases the effective buoyancy of the plume. Besides the buoyancy
effect due to temperature, the increased entrainment due to a stronger crossflow tends
to eliminate any remaining buoyancy anomaly more rapidly. The combined effect of
these two mechanisms means that the momentum flux is the primary driver of plume
length in a strong crossflow. The lack of buoyancy dependence also removes the local
minimum in plume length vs. flow rate, instead making it a monotonically increasing
function. Thus moving from the 1 mm/s to 10 cm/s crossflow, the length of the
plume decreases overall due to increased entrainment, and the length vs. flowrate
becomes monotonic due to strong dependence on initial momentum for the whole
regime.
While effects of varying flowrate and buoyancy flux are certainly important for a
dewatering plume, a parameter of great importance in determining the vertical ex-
tent and final intrusion depth of a plume is the release depth. The release depth
parameter changes both the local background stratification and ambient velocity the
plume experiences along with the time for heat transfer in the return pipe. Keeping
all other parameters constant as given in Table 1 (with a constant background ve-
locity of 0.1 m/s), the resulting plot of plume vertical extents vs. release depth is
presented in Fig. 4-9a), for both measured and averaged profiles. The solid line in
4-9a) represents the plume extent vs release depth for a single measured stratification
profile, while the dashed line is the extent for an averaged climatology stratification
profile. In both cases, a plume released in the upper ocean has its extent decrease
with depth until below the thermocline, thus creating a minimum in extent vs release
depth. As the release depth increases beyond the thermocline there is a notable in-
crease in plume extent, due to the stratification gradient asymptotically approaching
zero. Note the curve corresponding to the single measured profile has greater small-
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Figure 4-9: a) Plume vertical extent L as a function of release depth zi. The solid and
dashed curves are for a single measured stratification and an average stratification,
respectively, both taking into account heat transfer as the plume descends. The
dotted curve uses the single measured stratification but assumes no heat transfer in
the return pipe, meaning the initial plume outlet temperature matches the measured
surface temperature b) Plume final absolute depth L+zi as a function of release depth
zi. Note that the pipe depth line shows the given release point, or starting depth, of
the plume to make clear the relative plume lengths to release depths. Compared to
Fig. 4-9a) we can conclude that the main factor in the final depth of the plume is the
initial release depth, and all other factors only change the absolute final depth by at
most 20%.
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Figure 4-10: Plume end parameters as functions of the release depth zi. a) final
particulate density ppf b) final mean velocity uf and c) final plume diameter df
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Figure 4-11: Plume end parameters as functions of the constant ambient background
velocity, for a 1000 meter depth release with standard parameters. a) Plume length,
and b) dilution factor.
scale variability compared to the averaged climatology results; this derives from the
increased variability in measured versus averaged profiles.
The dotted curve in Fig. 4-9a) shows the vertical extent of a plume with initial
temperature equivalent to measured surface temperature, and not adjusted for heat
transfer effects in the return pipe. For shallow releases the time available for heat
transfer in the pipe is minimal, and the dotted curve matches the solid curve. However
as the release depth increase heat transfer effects become more pronounced, and not
taking them into account (as in the dotted curve) significantly underestimates the
plume length. On the other hand, one may care about the final absolute depth of the
plume more than its length. Even with all the effects discussed above, the principal
factor influencing the final depth of a plume is the release depth, as illustrated by the
results presented in Fig. 4-9b).
For environmental planning, it is also of interest to consider how plume traits
other than just the plume length vary with respect to the release depth. In Fig. 4-10
we plot the plume's characteristic turbulent velocity uf at 90% of the plumes length,
particulate density ppf (determined by dividing the initial particle mass flux by the
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Figure 4-12: a) Plume extent vs. release depth with measured CCFZ background
shear. Single vs. averaged shear profiles show large differences in extent, though
both are increasing on average with release depth. b) Plume dilution factor as a
function of release depth with CCFZ Background shear.
final plume volume flux), and diameter df. The turbulent plume velocities in Fig.
4-10a) and particulate densities in Fig. 4-10b) are highest in the upper ocean and
drop off rapidly for lower plumes, becoming more or less constant after a release depth
of about 500m. We note that the the turbulent plume velocities are all at least an
order of magnitude above sediment settling velocities, consistent with our assumption
that sedimentation is not important until the end of the plume. All of these results
are consistent with the results of Fig. 4-9; a plume with a greater release depth will
in general be longer, and a longer plume has more time for entrainment to decrease
velocity and sediment concentration while increasing width. In particular, one can
calculate the dilution of the sediment from release to plume end using the densities in
Fig. 4-10b) and the initial suspension densities in Table 1. In the worst case scenario,
a release in the upper ocean near the surface can result in a plume with a dilution
factor of less than 3 before termination. On the other hand, a release below 500 m
in depth results in final dilution factors between 500 and 800. The dilution factor is
primarily related to total entrainment and by extension plume length.
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Given the large effects that relatively small changes in ambient velocity have been
show have in Fig. 4-8, it is worth investigating the sole effects of ambient velocity on
plume length and dilution factor. The results are presented in Fig. 4-11a). A velocity
of 10 cm/s reduces a plume's depth by half compared to stagnant ambient, while a
half meter per second reduces it by three fourths. The dilution factor of the plume
increases with cross flow velocity at low speeds, while decreasing at high speeds. The
increase at low speeds is expected as the cross flow increases entrainment into the
plume. At high ambient velocities however the time for the plume to reach its final
depth is greatly decreased, giving less time for entrainment an less dilution when
the plume reaches its final depth. Accurate cross flow measurements are therefore
required to be able to reasonably predict a plume's final depth, and they can have a
large effect on dilution factors at the plume's end.
Finally, as a concluding take away result, we consider a plume release at varying
depths in the stratification and velocity profile presented in figure Returning to the
velocity profiles taken from the CCFZ in Fig. 4-2d), the local velocities can have a
large effect on the plume length. For a deep release the velocities are on the order of
2 cm/s, which will have a negligible effect on the plume length. On the other hand,
a shallow release will see velocities as high as 18 cm/s, which reduces the length of
the plume to almost a third of the stagnant ambient length. The dilution factor
will vary likewise, increasing for larger velocities, as long as the velocities tend not
to be too high. Fig. 4-12a). displays plume extents in the upper ocean vs. release
depths based on both the single and averaged CCFZ shear profile found in Fig. 4-
2d). At the shallow depths where measurements are available the model predicts very
different plume lengths for the single and averaged CCFZ shear profiles, which are
again different compared to the constant ambient velocity results in Fig. 4-9a). The
dilution factor in Fig. 4-12b) likewise varies between the single and averaged cases.
For these upper ocean releases dilution factors of 50-250 can be seen. Overall a deeper
release increases the dilution factors by allowing longer plumes and longer times for
entrainment. Fig. 4-12 makes clear the large impacts that local variations in shear
have on the overall plume extent and final dilution.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and discussion
As a final, distant goal, it would be worth analyzing how weak nonlinearities effect
systems with scattering resonances. Though many claim scattering resonances are
purely mathematical and have no physical basis, this seems like a rather extreme
claim given their prevalence in many physical systems and their ability to succinctly
describe radiating behavior. A goal would be to consider simple system which have
scattering resonance expansions and then add a small amount of nonlinearity in a
compact region. This would ensure that radiation to infinity is still not reflected back
into the considered domain. The main question would be whether the solution in the
weakly nonlinear case would be a weak coupling of the scattering pole modes from
the linear case. As far as I am aware this question has not yet been answered.
5.1 Ocean Gravity Waves
There have been few attempts at applying the Singularity Expansion Method to
problems involving internal gravity wave propagation in the ocean. Floating plates
on water waves have been studied [29, 30, 23], as well as surface waves over a variable
bottom [49]. However the author of this thesis has found no results applying the
type of techniques that are the subject of this thesis to internal waves. Two potential
applications are (i) To study the pycnocline, the upper region of the ocean where
the density increases rapidly with depth [83]. Waves frequently are nearly trapped in
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the Pycnocline, and analyzing their transient properties would help better understand
wave dynamics in the upper ocean. (ii) To study internal gravity waves in sea canyons,
where the waves are almost trapped but can exit through the top of the canyon.
5.2 Mining plumes
In the second part of this thesis, we studied the potential form of deep-sea nodule
mining dewatering plumes in the context of classic plume theory. Our approach used
the classic equations of plume theory with arbitrary varying stratification, augmented
with compressibility and thermal conduction through the return pipe walls. Initial
conditions for the plume are vital for determining the nature of the subsequent plume
evolution, and changing important engineering parameters like return pipe diameter
make it possible to drastically affect the length and dilution factor of the resultant
plume. Our studies also demonstrated the importance of accurate local stratification
data in determining the plume evolution, as plume height, along with other parame-
ters like width and average velocity, can vary notably due to small variances in the
background stratification. A noteworthy point is that for any given set of operating
conditions, there is an initial plume radius that will minimize the vertical extent of
a plume, which becomes particularly prominent in the absence of background flow.
A significant result of this work is a thorough investigation and elucidation of the
importance of taking the ambient currents into account in stratified plume models,
without which large errors result in predicted plume measurements, more than for
any other parameter save the initial plume release depth.
The calculations here show that in a reasonable ocean stratification a plume will
have a length on the order of 100m, with a dilution factor of between 100-1000 (bar-
ring an extremely shallow release); background sediment concentrations will be on
the order of 0.1-0.01 kg/m 3 and volume fractions will be between 1 in 104 or 10 5 .
The main local impacts of the plume to be taken into consideration are changes in
length and possible interactions with the seafloor. In operations where it is deemed
necessary to have the return pipe approach as close as possible to the seafloor, precise
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estimation of the length of the plume is required. In addition to monitoring back-
ground stratification and crossflows, mining operations will have to perform careful
heat budgets as the decay length of the temperature in the return pipe is on the
order of the plume length. Any of these factors not properly taken into account could
cause a plume to either prematurely terminate or conversely hit the ocean floor with
enough momentum to stir up and suspend a much larger volume of sediment.
Much more important than predicting possible seafloor impingement, our study
provides a first order model for dewatering plumes which can be used to set source
conditions for regional scale ocean models. In taking into account the expected strat-
ifications and crossflows, the variable final depth of the plume becomes a variable
initial depth of a sediment source for a regional model. This variation in turn gives a
truer picture of final sediment fate as compared to a fixed source depth. The plume
model also provides a bridge to couple the variation of local engineering parameters in
the water return operation to the environmental impacts in the larger regional scale
model.
Of course with a first order plume model further improvements and corrections
are possible. In these studies we did not model plume rebound, which would likely
have to take into account the multi-phase nature of the suspended particles. At the
arrest of a plume, where turbulent velocities vanish, sediment fallout is likely, and
this in turn will likely impact the rebound height due to a significant effective change
in density. With heavier particles leaving the flow, this would allow for far larger
rebounds than in the classic single-phase case. Even the fallout of sediment from the
sidewalls of the plume could be of environmental interest given the long times for
which these plumes will be running. All of these effects combine to decrease the total
plume length, meaning that the single-phase model gives a good upper bound to the
total plume and rebound depths.
The flocculation and fallout dynamics in the case of a steady plume also leave room
for future in-depth study. Flocculation directly effects the particle size distribution,
which in turn impacts the time and strength of the plume rebound through differences
in settling velocities. There is an interesting interplay between the small-scale particle
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flocculation dynamics and the larger-scale turbulent dynamics of the plume. This
would be particularly important in considering the environmental effects of mining
effluent plumes, since the spreading and rebound process will likely have the largest
say on whether the mining tailing remain suspended for long times in the water
column or rapidly sink to the ocean floor.
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Appendix A
Green's functions for the simple
two-speed wave equation
The Green's function G = G(x, y, s) corresponding to the problem in (2.7), is the
solution to
s2 G - G,, = 6(x - y), G|,_O = 0, and (s G + co Gx) I1 = 0.
Using the standard method [71], G can be written using the homogeneous solutions
that satisfy the left and right boundary conditions:
sinh(s x) and J = + c0 e_ ) 1 - C es ,) respectively.
z
Combined with the appropriate jump conditions at x = y (G continuous and Gx
jumps by -1), these yield
1
s (sinh(s) + co cosh(s)) { sinh(s x) J(y, s)sinh(s y) J(x, s) for O<x y5 1,for O<y x 1.
(A.2)
The only singularities of G, as a function of s, are simple poles at the s, = -v +i in 7r
defined in (2.10), with the residues r, below. The "f(1)-component" of U in (2.8),
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(A.1)
G(x, y, s) =
z
Uf, has the same singularities (with residues Rn).
1 1
Residues: r, = -- sinh(s. x) sinh(s. y) and R, = - cosh(sn) f(1) sinh(sn X).
(A.3)
Note that sinh(s) =-co cosh(s) =(-1)n+1 co//1 - co. Further, let Re(s) = -a >
v. Then the following bounds hold:
2
-I |s(1 - c-)
2
IUA| < 2
-- Is(1 - co)
Now substitute (A.2) into equation
inverse Laplace Transform,
a Ix-y and
1- e 2 (v-a) a
ea (1-x)
1 - e2 (v-a) If(1)I, for a > v. (A.4)
(2.8), and the result into the formula for the
U= f U es tds,2 r , r,
(A.5)
where FP is any complex path s = p + i p, -oc < , < oc and p > 0 (fixed) large
enough. Because of (A.4), we can let p -+ -oc, and write u in terms of the residues
of the integrand at the singularities, to obtain (2.9-2.10).
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Appendix B
Leaky mode expansion for an
atmospheric toy model
In the case of a large scale atmospheric problem with gravity waves, in certain regimes
it is possible to reduce the resulting equations to a simple, single partial differential
equation:
c2(X)#Oxtt - 0, X > 0 (B.1)
where
c(x) =1,0< x <
CO, X > 7r
and initial conditions
#XX(X, t = 0) = f ()
OXot(X, t = 0) = g(x)
Taking the Laplace transform of the original equation gives
U I U = +g
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(B.2)
(B.3)
(B.4)
(B.5)
On can construct the Green's function for the above as
S
co cosh(7r/s) + sinh(7r/s)
with
J = co cosh ( X 7r
sinh(x/s) J(y, s)
sinh(y/s) J(x, s)
-sinh ( Xr
or equivalently
J = cosh(x/s) [co cosh(wr/s) + sinh(ir/s)] - sinh(x/s) [co sinh(7r/s) + cosh(ir/s)]
(B.8)
The poles of the Greens function are of the form
1 . tanh-1 (co)
= a za-=
7rSn
(B.9)
Note that in the complex plane these pole lie on a circle with radius 1/2a centered
at z = -1/2a. An accumulation point is present at z = 0.
From this the residues can be calculated as
S3
Rn = n sinh(X/sn) sinh(y/sn)
7r
(B.10)
This can be plugged into the inverse transform solution
<(x, t) = j eSt f
27i rA fo
(B.11)
Which gives a solution of the form
Ko + E CSntSn sinh( X/Sn)
n rf
sinh(y/sn)(sf (y) + g(y))
Here Ko is the contribution from the non-isolated singularity at z = 0. We will show
that this contribution is in fact zero, allowing for a discrete spectrum to be constructed
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(B.6)
(B.7)
(B.12)
G(x, y, s) 2f()+gY dyds
s2
for the problem. To rigorously show no contribution from the singularity term, we let
A = G(x, y, s)1
B = G(x, y, s)-S2
Then the solution has the form
#(x, t) = I Je t/ A(x, y, s)f (y) + B(x, y, s)g(y)dyds
A and B can now be written separately as
1
co cosh(ir/s) + sinh(7r/s)
1
s (co cosh(7r/s) + sinh(wr/s))
sinh(x/s) J(y, s), x < y
sinh(y/s)J(x, s), x > y
sinh(x/s) J(y, s), x < y
sinh(y/s) J(x, s), x > y
Performing a change of variables 1/s = a + (:
sinh(7ra) = CO
1 -- C2
1
cosh(wra) = 1
sinh(7r/s) = co cosh(7r ) + sinh(7r)
1 -C2
cosh(7r/s) = cosh(ir ) - co sinh(7r )
1-c
co cosh(ir/s) + sinh(7r/s) = 1 - c2 sinh(7r )
co sinh(ir/s) + cosh(7r/s) = 1 - c2 sinh(7r )
J(y, s) = 1 -c sinh( (7r - y) + ya)
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(B.13)
(B.14)
(B.15)
A(x, y, s) =
B(x, y, s) =
(B.16)
(B.17)
(B.18)
(B.19)
(B.20)
(B.21)
(B.22)
(B.23)
(B.24)
1 sinh(x - ax) sinh( (7r - y) + ay), x < y
sinh(7r ) sinh(y - ay) sinh( (7r - x) + ax), x > y
B = -aA+ A
2 sinh(x - ax) sinh( ( - y) + ay)
- cosh(x ) cosh((ir - y) ) sinh(ax) sinh(ay)
+ sinh(x ) sinh((7r - y)) cosh(ax) cosh(ay)
+ sinh(x ) cosh((ir - y) ) cosh(ax) sinh(ay)
- cosh(x ) sinh((ir - y)) cosh(ay) sinh(ay)
=E, + E2 +01 +02
The Ej terms here are even in , while the Oi terms are odd. Now changing the
integration variable gives
ds = -d(-a + )2 =-2 d
(B.33)
and then splitting into even and odd terms gives
= a + +(-a + )2 (a2 _ 2)2
2a
(a2 - 2)2
(B.34)
Now bounds must be found for the various terms in the Ei's and Oj's. First
consider the terms on = k i(n + 1/2):
I cosh(x ) cosh((ir - y))| < klxelkl( -y) < lx x < Y (B.35)
and for the other term,
Isinh(x ) sinh((-r - y)) ; exlklelkI(7--J) K eI CI x < y (B.36)
All even and odd terms in (B.32) likewise have a bound containing the term eIkIje2 aw
and therefore Ej/ sinh(7r) and O%/ sinh(wr() are bounded by e2a , independent of k
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(B.25)
(B.26)
(B.27)
(B.28)
(B.29)
(B.30)
(B.31)
(B.32)
and n.
Now the notation can be introduced
Eba = 01+02 < e27ra El + E 2 <2ra
sinh(7r ) - sinh(7r ) - (B.37)
Collecting the even and odd terms in A (B.25), the even terms contribute zero to
the integral (B.12), while the odd terms are
001
002
a2 +-2-
= 'Ul (a 2  
_ 2)2
2a(
= WObd 2 - _(a2 _ 2)2
= Ebd (a2 - 2)2
= Ob 2a (a2 _ 2)2
(B.38)
(B.39)
Note the Ebd and Obd are bounded and now the rationals functions in (B.38,B.39).
Note that one term in 001 has a term that goes as O(1/|(1 2 ) for large |(|, and this
term will integrate out to zero in the contour integral. All of 002 also goes similarly
and integrates out at infinity. The only term to consider then is the second term in
00,
(a2 _ 2)2
--a4 + 2a22 I
+ (a2 - 2)2 ) -+ 
... (B.40)
where the ... term integrates to zero on a contour to where goes around a square of
length 2n + 1 for large n, as it goes as 1/ I2 for large |(1, while the contour length
grows linearly.
So the final term left to consider is the term
001 - Ebd 01+02
- ' sinh(7r ) (B.41)
This term is more difficult to show that is has no contribution for large 1 1 as it is
symmetric about the origin.
To be clear, the odd terms are
01 = sinh(x ) cosh((7r - y) ) cosh(ax) sinh(ay)
02 = - cosh(x ) sinh((7r - y)) sinh(ax) cosh(ay)
(B.42)
(B.43)
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The above equations hold for x < y only, but the x > y case can be dealt with by
all the x's and y's above to get the analogous equations. Note the hyperbolic identity
sinh(f) cosh(g) = sinh(f + g) + sinh(f - g) (B.44)
So the two odd terms can be transformed to, also using the fact that sinh is odd,
01 = [sinh((x + r - y) ) + sinh((x - 7r + y) )]
02
x [sinh(a(x + y)) + sinh(a(x + y))]
= - [sinh((x + -r - y) ) - sinh((x -7r +y))]
x [sinh(a(x + y)) - sinh(a(x + y))]
(B.45)
(B.46)
(B.47)
(B.48)
For simplicity we write
fi = sinh((x + -x - y) )
f2 = sinh((x - 7r + y) )
gi = sinh(a(x + y))
92 = sinh(a(y - x))
(B.49)
(B.50)
(B.51)
(B.52)
(B.53)
and then the sum of odd terms become
01 + 02 = (fi + f 2 )(gi + g2 ) - (fi - f 2 )(91 - 92 ) (B.54)
and after simplification one finds
01 +02 = 2(f2 g1 + fl g 2 )
= 2 [sinh((x - ir + y)t) sinh(a(x + y))+
= sinh((x + 7r - y)') sinh(a(y - x))] . (B.55)
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And then write
AI(=) = sinh((x -7r + y) ) (B.56)
A2 ( ) = sinh((x + 7r - y) ) (B.57)
And then the problem becomes equivalent to showing the following integrates to zero
on a closed contour in the complex plane containing the origin and extending outward
to infinity:
01+02 2
~sin~ir = .sn~~ [A1(() sinh(a(x + y)) + A2(() sinh(a(y - x))] (B.58)sinh (7r ) (snh (,r )
So the integrals we want to show limit to zero are
lim f A _< = 0 (B.59)
n-+O s. sinh(7r )
And here S,, is a circle in the complex plane with radius r = n + 1/2. As the poles
are located (after the transform we performed previously) on the imaginary axis in,
n E Z, they will all eventually be included in the contour. Concentrating on the A1 (,)
case first, set ( = reo so that d= irei , this gives the integral
27r sinh((x 
- ir + y)reO)dO (B.60)
Jo sinh(7rrei9 )
We split this integral over two values over two regions of theta, based on the sign
of Re(re'6 ) which gives
f sinh((x - 7r + y)re" ) dO = r/2 sinh((x - Ir + y)res0 ) dO (B.61)
o sinh(7rrei) ]-7/2 sinh(7rrei0 )
+ 3,/2 sinh((x -7r + y)rei0 ) dO (B.62)
ir/2 sinh(7rreiO)
and making the transform for the right term 0 -+ 0+ 7r lets the integrals be combined
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as
27r sinh((x - 7r + y)rez) d/ = 2 r/2 sinh((x - ir + y)reo) dO (B.63)0 sinh(7rreiO) 2-r/2 sinh(7rreiO)
Now if x < 7r, y < r,then and x+y-ir < 7r. Let x+y-7r = c, and so the integral
becomes of the form
/r/ 2 sinh((x - ir + y)re 0 ) dO = 2 fx/2 sinh(cre'0 ) dO (B.64)
-7/2 sinh(7rrei0 ) I-r/2 sinh(7rrei0 )
But as r -- oc, for c < 7r the integrand goes to except on a zero-measure set and is
bounded, and hence the integral goes to zero. The same method can be used on A 2
and the integral for that term becomes
/A2( ) 2/ 2 sinh((x + ir - y)re'0 ) (B.65)
dk= 2 (B65
s, sinh(7r ) -J/2 sinh(irrei9 )
which also goes to zero for x < y. We need to deal with the x > y case, but this
is simple to just sway x and y and see the above integrals still go to zero. Thus the
accumulation point has no contribution to the solution, and so KO = 0.
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